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venue is the GLC County Hall 
and the auction will last from 
Ham to Spm. 
Many leading software 

S houses have donated software 
for the occasion, including US 

"| Auction 
) for famine aid 

I Saturday 15 June is the date set 
for the computer industry's 

} 

auction in support of the] 
Ethiopian fi ine appeal. The| 

Gold, Pitman,” Gilsoft and 
Argus. It is hoped that it will be 
the biggest computer auction 
ever held and will boost the 
£250,000 already raised by the 
Soft Aid tap 

If you have any software or 
hardware you no longer need or 

VP want then sent it along to help a 
| good cause. 

bb Contributions should go to: 
Computer Trade Weekly, 
Specialist Retail Press, Business 
Technology Centre, ‘Bessemer 

J Drive, Stevenage, Herts SGI 
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Print in colour 
Bizzell Computers has 
announced the availability of a 
four-colour printer/plotter for 
£399 including VAT, post and 
packing. 
The printer/plotter prints 

vertically or horizontally in text 
and in four directions in 
graphics. 

The machine can be used in 
conjunction with a micro for 
graphs, drawings, symbols, 
axes, geometric’ patterns, 
charts, diagrams, circuits, 
computer art, flow charts, 3-D 
and contours. 

Bizxell Computers, Walnut 
Tree Hse, Forncett St Peter, 
Norwich NRI6 1HR. 



Play football with 
Bobby 

Holiday Brothers has just 
announced the launch of Bobby 
Charlton Soccer. 
laims that it is 
alistic computer soccer 

yet. The launch is timed to tis 
with the 1985 cup final 

Bobby Charlton said: 
not just endorsing this game 
T have been involved in 
conception giving guidance 
advice, and am of the opinion 
that it will be one of the most 
popular computer games ever 
produced 

Bobby Charlton Soccer is 
available for the BBC and 
Electron and will shortly. be 
converted for the C64 and 
Spectrum. It costs £11.99. 

Holiday Brothers, 172 Finney 
lane, Heald Green, Cheadle, 
Cheshire SK8 3PU 

Take off in an 
airship 

Floppy Discs are 
being backed by an exciting 
Fuji Film 

competition. Fuji Film is 
offering 50 people the trip of a 
lifetime — in an airship. 

ntrants in the free draw are 
required to leave their telephone 
number on the special teledata 
number 01 200 0200 and asked 
to state the location from which 
they would like to take off. 
There are seven locations: 
London, Leicester, Leeds 
Manchester, Birmingham, 
Bristol and Portsmouth. 

Winners will be picked out of 
a hat by darts champions Eric 
Bristow and Maureen Flowers 
on Tuesday 28 May 1985. No 
purchase of Fuji Film Floppy 
Discs is necessary to enter. 

Fuji Photo Film, Cresta Hse, 
Swiss Cottage, 125 Finchley 
Rd, London NW3 6HJ 

Bobby Charlton scores again’ 

Atari users can now take 
advantage of all Prestel 
facilities. Miracle Technol 
announced that this can 
made possible with its new 
Multi-Viewterm/Datat 
modem interface and software 
package. 

The interface and disc-based 
software also gives users access 
to electronic mail, telex, 
database and user-to-user 
communications. It also allows 
telesoftware downloading. 

‘The package can be used with 
‘Atari models 400, 800, 600XL, 
800XL, 65 XE, 6SEM, 65XEP 
and 130Xi. It costs £59.95. 
Miracle Technology, St Peters 
St, Ipswich IPI 1XB 

Fuji competition takes off 
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Is it a bird? 
Is it a man? 

After five months of negotia-| 
tion, Superman is to come to 
the computer screen, 

Originally to be produced for} 
the C64 and Spectrum the game! 
is being written in America 
for the new Beyond label, 
Monolith. Expected price of the 
cassette and  dise yersion 
£9.95, 

The action will all be arcade 
style with cartoon characters 
populating the screen. This 
arcade style will be the 
backbone of Monolith’s 
releases. Bill Delaney, 
managing director of Beyond, 
suggested that all Monolith 
games would be capable of 
“instantaneous play’? whereas 
Beyond releases would have 
more “meat”. 

The official launch of the, 
new label will come on June 
26th with the release of Quake 
Minus One for the C64 and 
Rockford’s Riot for C64 and 
Spectrum. Rockford is a sequel 
to Bolderdash and has the 
original version on the other 
side of the tape free. 

Mr Delaney sees Superman as 
just the beginning of a whole 
series of comic character games 
and is already talking about 
Supergirl and even Superdog 
sequels. ind boggles at 
the-po: he claimed. 

Beyond Software, 3rd Floor, 
Lector Ct, 151 Farringdon Rd, 
London ECIR 3AD 
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GESSTIBU 

Software update 
Activision has just released another conversion of the immensely 
popular Ghostbusters, this time for the MSX. Activision is 
hoping the MSX version will rocket to the top of the charts as its mt 
C64 and Spectrum predecessors did 

Yet another Hunchback game has been released, this time by “ \ 
US Gold and Ocean. Originally produced by Synsoft in the U: yr 4 
the game is for the C64 and is called Quasimodo. It is being billed 

by US Gold as ‘the most unique Hunchback-type game ever 
produced”. 

The VIC-20 is also getting a look in this week with a new game 
from Bubble Bus entitled Cavefighter. Bubble Bus claims a lot for 
this game and is aiming it at VIC-20 users who have recently been 
“starved of really good new software.” 

Publisher 
£9.95 US Gold 

£11.99 Activision 
£8.95 Terminal 
£5.95 Bubble Bus 

Title 
Quasimodo 
Ghostbusters 
Lazy Jones 
Cavefighter 
Falcon Patrol II £6.95 Virgin 
Strangeloop £8.95 Virgin 
Jet Boot Jack Amstrad £8.95 Amsoft 
Master of the Lamps C64 £10.99 Activision 
Investment Monitor Spectrum £12.00 Michael Slatford 
Hustler C16 £7.95 Bubble Bus 
Confuzion Amstrad, 

C64/BBC, 
tron £6.95 Incentive 

Bobby Charlton Soccer C64/Spec £11.95 Holiday Brother 
Beta-/ BBC £25 Clares 
Jump Jet Amstrad, 

BBC/C16, 
VIC/Spec ‘£9.95. Anirog 

Herbert’s Dummy Run Spec/C64 £9.95 Mikro-Gen 

Printers and 
monitors 

A new range of peripherals and 
cables has recently been 
launched for the Enterprise 64, 
These are a colour monitor, 
EP80+ dot matrix printer and 
joystick interface. 
‘The printer is manufactured 

under the Enterprise label by 
Mannesman Tally and costs 
£239.95. The colour monitor is 
made by Microvitec and costs = 
£349.95, while the joystick ‘A The Enterprise colour m 
interface is £9.95. 

Enterprise has also produced 
a colour/sound monitor cable, 
parallel printer cable and a 
serial/networking cable. 

Mike Shirley, commercial 
director of | Enterprise 
commented: ‘‘Anything with an 
Enterprise label has to be of the 
highest quality to conform with 
the standards of the machine 
itself. The printer and monitor 
do just that.’ 

Enterprise Computers, 59 
Russell Sq, London WCI 4HP | 



SPEAK EASY 

f you've ever wished to 
have a chat with your 
computer then don't 

despair because if you enter our 
feat competition you could be 

in with a chance to win a 
Dk’tronics synthesizer. 

These synthesizers are very 
easy to use and you don’t need 
any programming experience at 
all. Each contains detailed 
instructions so that you can use 
it to its full capabilities. There 
are also many games now 
available which can be made 
much more enjoyable by using 
them with a speech synthesizer. 
Does this sound tempting? 
Then read on. 

This week we're offering 20 
speech synthesizers from 

3AB. The closing date is first 
post on Friday 7 June, 1985. 

‘You may enter as many times 
as you wish, but each entry 
must be on an official coupon 
—not a copy — and sealed ina 
separate envelope. 
Important: please follow 
carefully the guidelines on 
entering — incomplete coupons 
and entries with no numbers on 
the back cannot be considered. 

D 

Dk'tronics in our easy to enter 
word square competition. There 
will be prizes for Amstrad 
CPC464, C64 and Spectrum 
owners. Each winner will win a 
speech synthesizer compatible 
with his/her own computer. 

The Amstrad CPC464 syn- 
thesizer is worth £39.95, the 
Spectrum one is valued at 
£24.95 and the C64 type would 
‘cost you £29.95 in the shops. 

How to enter 

Study the wordsquare. There 
are a number of speech related 
words hidden in it. When you 
have found as many as you can, 
circle them clearly on the 
wordsquare and fill in_ the 
coupon clearly and carefully. 
Don’t forget to tell us which 
kind of computer you own. 

Write clearly the number of 
words you found on the back of 
the envelope. 

Post your entry to Dk’tronics 
Competition, Home 
Computing Weekly, No.1 
Golden Square, London WIR 
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Entry Coupon 

If you are a winner, the coupon. 
will act as a label for your prize, 
so clear writing is essential. 

The rules 
Entries will not be accepted from 
‘employees, of Argus Specialist Publica 
tions, Dk'tronics and Alabaster Pass- 
more & Sons, This restriction also applies 
to employees’ families and agents of the 
‘companies. 

‘The How to Enter section forms part 
of the rules. 
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also an instruction leaflet, 
which contains a table of 
allophones available and a 
listing of a program to say the 
word “cheetah” 

Most synthesisers are sur- 

prisingly easy to program. This 
one is harder than most, as you 
have to type in a loader routine 

When you have 
you want the unit to say, you 
have to select the 

lpn 
f : : 

I. It would 
better if the demonstration tape 
had included a program which 

merely 



MODEM RIOUSE 
The Single Source Solution for 
ALL Computer Communications. 

Modem House are pleased to announce the following special 
offers, available from your local dealer, or direct by mail. 

Micro Packs 
All micro packs include all necessary items 

to turn your micro into a communicating machine 

Open the door to a whole new world. 

Spectrum (all models) 
VTX 5000 modem £49.95 
Optional extras for use with VIX 5000 
User to User software (on cassette) £3.95 
Ascii format software to link to bulletin boards etc £6.95 

MICRO PACKS 
BBCB micropack : £59.95 
Commodore 64 micropack £99.95 
Commodore Pet range £99.95 
Apple Il range excluding IIc £99.95 
Apple lic £129.95 
Dragon 32 & 64 £59.95 
Tandy Model 1 & lil £99.95 
MSX machines including word processor and database £199.95 
ACT Apricot £179.95 
ACT Sirius £179.95 
Victor 3000 “ £179.95 
IBM PC & most compatibles £179.95 
Dec Rainbow 100 £179.95 

+*« % Sinclair QL Complete Comminications Pack 
including V21/V23 Auto Answer Modem 

P.0.A. 

MODEMS 
Modem 1000 : £49.95 
Modem 2000 £54.95 
Telemod3 : £139.95 
Teletext Adaptors 

TTX 2000 (Spectrum all models) £129.95 
Optional Extras & Spares 
BBC (Micronet) Rom # en shagsy £15.00 
IBM PC Colour Rom ; £57.50 
IBMPCMonochromeRom ... ... ert £57.50 
IBM PC Hercules Rom : rie £57.50 
Leads ; ee P.O.A, 

A complete range of multi baud rate modems are also available at prices 
ranging from just over £100 to over £2,000. We think it is the biggest 

stockholding in Europe. Just ring: 

Modem House 
Computer Communication Consultants. 

lolanthe Drive, 
Exeter. 

Tel: 0392 69295 



N {OUNTAIN 
PALACE 
ADVENTUR 
John Ryan @) 

Colossal Cave 
Adventure 

Mountain Palace 
Adventure 

Castle Dracula 
I've chosen to review these 
together as they are written 
using the same programming 
techniques, use the same screen 
format, come from the same 
publisher, and are the same 
price! 

Peter Gerrard’s book, re- 
viewed recently in HCW, gives 
all the programming details. 
The programs are all BASIC, 
using a combination of colours 
and windows in Mode 1. There 
are no pictures only text, but to 
my mind, this is an advantage if 
the descriptions are good. The 
BASIC is fast enough, though 
the interpretation of your input 
is crude. Verb-noun is about the 
limit, and you can ask to 
examine an object described 
only to be told it isn’t there: 

Loading is odd too. Instead 
of SAVING the program with 
suppressed file names, thus 
allowing uninterrupted loading, 
two of these require you to stay 
with your machine, and press 
PLAY at various points, so 
goodbye tea making. Even 
stranger, Colossal Cave 
Adventure has no save game 
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facility, so you start from the 
start each time you play; 
distinctly odd! 

I must admit to not being an 
adventure fanatic. The idea of 
sitting down to map the product 
of someone else’s. imagination 
bores me to tears. But I do 
appreciate inventiveness and 
humour. This is Castle 
Dracula's strongpoint. It’s the 
terrible ‘‘so you fancy yourself 
as a great adventurer type, do 
you?” flavour. Your computer 
‘eyes and ears in the castle also 
wears a hearing aid on 
‘occasions, which is no great 
help. Your aim is to light- 
heartedly offer his Countliness 
a rare stake. This appealed to 
me, and is quite hard enough 
for someone starting out on 
adventuring. Fun! 

Mountain Palace Adventure 
shows a little more style after 
it’s loaded, reminiscent of the 
early magazine listing displays 
of the Spectrum, filling the 
screen with words and flashing 
colours. The adventure is OK 
but rather ordinary, on 

Price: £7.95 

Publisher: Ducksoft 

Address: The Old Piano 
Factory, 43 Gloucester Cresc, 
London NW1 7DY 

occasions, seeing the same des- 
criptions ‘gets rather tedious 
after a while. It didn’t tempt me 
to probe the ultimate depths 
even for the promise of vast 
wealth. 

Colossal Cave is based on the 
original all text adventure. I 
love this game, and have spent 
weeks on. it on another micro; 
its layout, language and plot are 
very compelling. Coming to this, 
implementation 1 was rather 
disappointed. All the original 
locations are there, and the 
solutions, objects and treasures 
are consistent, but the descrip- 
tions seem "to be lacking 
something. A little magic has 
gone. For me though, this is the 
adventure. It calls 'for great 
ingenuity and patience. 

To sum up, a varied bunch of 
strengths, the same weaknesses. 
Mountain Palace for starters, 
Drac for humourists, Col-Cave 
for a real challenge. Very 
ordinary presentation, some 
programming oddities, and a 
rather excessive price tag. 



Tycoon Tex 
This game appears to be 
original, but after a short 
period it became clear that it 
was a variation on the agility/ 
endurance type, with only a 
change of theme. 

The concept is simple. You 
must guide Tex down a pipe line 
avoiding breaks in the pipe and 
nasties like aircraft which 
bombs. The pipe lies along the 
bottom of the screen and 
motion is implied by scrolling 
from right to left. Your hori- 
zontal position can be varied 
enabling you to shoot and avoid 
nasties. The first screen depicts 
a pipeline crossing the desert 
and the second is the frozen 
north. 

‘Apart from the pipe, the only 
other graphical area is a collec- 
tion of hills/buildings on the 
skyline. A feeling of depth is 
achieved by scrolling different 
parts of the screen at different 
rates. This scrolling is well 
executed and quite smooth. The 
various figures and objects 
appear to be built up from 
several redefined characters and 
are well animated. The graphics 
are well designed and colourful 
with extensive use of shading. 

‘The instructions are very 
weak, Consequently whilst 
there appeared to be a sound 
option, I couldn’t get it turned 
‘on! Overall the game shows the 
capabilities of the C16 well. 

The main drawback of the 
game is the lack of variety. I 
found myself getting bored 
before I had got half way 
through the first screen. Whilst 
this isn’t a bad game, even at 
the price I don’t feel it’s very 
good value. MW. 

Price: £6.50 

Publisher: Gremlin Graphics 

Address: Alpha House, 10 
‘Carver St, Sheffield 

Best Four Series 
To begin with, I should point 
out my little quirks and foibles. 
Firstly, I don’t believe there is 
much good educational  soft- 
ware around and secondly 1 
think computers are being sold 
on the idea that they have an 
educational purpose, ie they are 
being sold wrongly. 

Having made that clear I 
should explain that there are 
two packages in the series and 
that although they cover differ- 
ent subject areas the comments 
apply to both titles. The first is 
Best Four Maths and contains 
Table Adventure, Number 
Painter, Number Puzzler and 
Squeeze. The other is Best Four 
language which contains Words 
Words Words, Hide and Seek, 
Facemaker and Podd. 

Both packs are excellent. 
They contain nothing new, in 
terms of the programs, all have 
been released from some time 
now but their appeal has not 
paled over the years. 

Each program is very well 
written and fully error trapped 
with helpful little symbols that 
show which key should be 
pressed next. There is excellent 
use of colour and sound and the 
documentation is very good 
indeed. This is the only new 
part of the package. The in- 
structions have been re-written 
and a number of new activity 
suggestions appended. There 
are even flash cards etc. 
included in each pack. 

These are some of the best 
educational programs yet dev- 
eloped for home micros and in 
this form they represent 
wonderful value for money. A 
must for computer minded 
parents of children aged 
Sto 12. RS. 

Price: £19.95 

Publisher: ASK 

Address: London Hse, 68 
Upper Richmond Rd, London 
SWI15 2RP 

Elidon is a land of fairies, or 
Faeries, who tend the seven 
flowers of Finvarra which are 
woven into a garland for the 
fairy queen. All is not well at 
the bottom of the garden, the 
seven potions which will make 
the flowers bloom are scattered 
around the Kingdom. As the 
only mortal to be allowed to 
consort with fairies, you must 
guide the fairy around Elidon to 
fulfil the quest before dusk. 
‘Compared to most arcade ad- 

ventures this may seem like a 
soft option, but if that’s your 
view then you'll miss out on a 
rather entertaining, beautifully 
animated game. 

Elidon is represented as a 
maze of interconnected rooms 
full of dangers and rewards. 
The greatest of these reward: 
as far as the player is cor 
cerned, is Faerie dust which 
restores your Faerie to. full 
strength and preserves her life a 
little longer. 

Apart from Faerie dust and 
the lost bottles of potion there 
are many other items which can 
prove useful. For example, 
there are many unlit rooms 
which harbour dark secrets 
guarded by luminous, evil, 
blinking eyes. Carryiny 
can be very useful 
situations. Objects must . be 
chosen carefully because a 
Faerie can only carry three 
items at a time, and the 
kingdom is so wide ranging that 
a map is necessary to relocate 
an object which may prove 
essential later. 

The graphics are attractive 
and the music is Grieg which 
conjours up images of Nordic 
magic. You learn the rules as 
you play the game, as with all 
adventures. Try it. ED. 

Price: £8.95 

Publisher: Orpheus 

Address: The Smith Unit 1, 
Church Farm Est, Hatley St, 
George, Beds SG19 re. 

% S 
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Robin to the rescue 
Although it has a different 
name, this game is simply a 
version of Hunchback. Your 
aim is to guide Robin Hood 
along the battlements of 
Nottingham castle and- rescue 
Maid Marion. On the way he 
must collect keys and avoid the 
hazards. 

The first screen shows two 
sections of battlement linked by 
a rope. Between these are 
guards wielding pikes, which 
must be jumped. Whilst this is 
happening, arrows fly regularly 
across the screen. These must 
also be jumped. Once you have 
collected all the keys and reach 
the end of the battlements, you 
move on to the next screen 
which is similar but you also 
have falling rocks to negotiate. 
1 must admit that such is the 
difficulty that I haven't pro- 
gressed beyond the second 
screen so you'll have to find out 
for yourself what the rest is like. 

As you would expect, this is 
very much a game of timing and 
perseverance. It certainly has an 
addictive element but it is also 
tough. Graphically, there is 
little difference from Hunch- 
back. The battlements are 
coloured in shades of green to 
give a 3D effect. The figures are 
built up in multicolour mode 
and are quite effective. As 
seems to be the case with C16 
‘games, the sound is limited, but 
T suppose you can’t expect 
much from 12K. 

This is a good version of a 
classic game and is sufficiently 
tough to extract plenty of howls 
of frustration. Not bad at the 
price. M.W. 

Price: £6.95 

Publisher: Solar Software 

Address: 77 West Drive, Bury, 
Lancs BL9 SDW 

Petals of Doom 
In this game you play the part 
of a spaceman trapped in caves. 
The only way out is to help the 
local _ flor The caves are 
occupied by bugs and other 
nasties which will stomp on the 
plants. By shooting these and 
Protecting the plants, the plants 
will grow. Once all are fully 
grown, you may enter the next 
cavern. To some extent, you 
have a symbiotic relationship 
with the plants in that you can 
hide behind them to both 
increase your energy level and 
avoid the bugs. 

Each cavern is larger than the 
screen and the display’ scrolls 
from side to side to accommo- 
date the play area. A feeling of 
depth is given by having a 
scrolling foreground and 
moving the stars at different 
rates. The figures are built up 
from several redefined charac- 
ters giving pseudo sprites. These 
are nicely coloured and, in the 
case of the spaceman, neatly 
animated. In order to spot the 
approaching nasties, you are 
provided with a radar area at 
the top of the screen 

The use of sound is limited to 
zapping sounds, but is tolerably 
effective. The use of colour and 
redefined characters is excellent 
and shows the versatility of the 
C16. 

Overall this is a fast action 
shoot-em-up game which is 
challenging and fairly original. 
The price is reasonable and 
overall the games represents 
good value. M.W. 

Price: £6.50 

Publisher: Gremlin Graphics 

Address: Alpha Hse, 10 Carver 
St, Sheffield 
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Hot Pop 
Following in the Japanese 
tradition of Donkey Kong, the 
title tells you nothing about the 
game. Having nothing to do 
with Wham or Prince, the game 
actually involves a land of plat 
forms inhabited by strange, 
cute car mutants. 

Looking a bit like a VW 
Beetle with stubby legs instead 
of wheels, the creature is con- 
trolled by you in a quest to find 
its girlfriend trapped at the top 
of the screen. To reach her he 
must first collect all the fruit on 
the screen by climbing rope 
ladders, jumping or using 
trampolines whilst avoiding the 
enemy mutants. Should you 
collide with the enemy you 
plunge into the river at the foot 
of the screen; if you succeed 
you temporarily win the girl. 

After two screens there is a 
bonus screen which is fairly 
easy to complete, just collect 
the fruit and get the girl as 
quickly as you can. 

In play the game did not 
appear too demanding because 
there was only one opponent 
‘but completion of one screen 
led me to progressively harder 
screens with an increasing 
number of problems to be 
solved. Had this been all that 
was involved I would have said 
this is child’s play but its one 
saving grace is that the game 
can be modified by using a 
joystick and the function keys. 

There is a second level of play 
which has a number of flying 
‘opponents zig-zagging across 
the screen. The music is annoy- 
ingly repetitive, the game is 
reasonably entertaining but 
nothing revolutionary here. 

Price: £ 

Publisher: Hudson Soft 

Address: 26 Wycombe Gdns, 
London NW11 

This game is something of a 
departure for Addictive Games. 
It’s an arcade game rather than 
a simulation. Nothwithstanding 
the popularity of Football 
Manager, I consider this 
Addictive’s best production to 
date. 

It uses a standard platform 
design. You control Stringer 
who is a hack for the Daily 
Blurb. You must rescue a lady 
called Polly Platinum from a 
hotel room. In order to achieve 
this, you must search the hotel 
room and collect a camera, 
flash bulb, press pass and the 
key to her room. Your efforts 
are impeded by a member of the 
hotel staff and an irate resident 
called Mr Angry. Mr Angry 
lurks within one of the rooms 
and leaps out when you open 
the door. 

Grapically, the game is 
excellent using cartoon style 
sprites. The figures are large 
and well designed with nice 
attention to detail. Stringer 
is very similar to Inspector 
Clouseau. Each screen shows a 
different arrangement of 
platforms and doors. The 
platforms are linked by ladders 
and lifts. Each room is searched 
by standing in front of a door 
and opening it. Sound is limited 
to a background tune and some 
sound effects. I found the tune 
tedious but the volume control 
sorted that. 

The game play is just about 
right with a simple first screen 
and a gentle graduation of 
difficulty with later screens. 
True to the company’s name 
this is addictive and good fun. 

AW. 

Price: £6.95 

Publisher: Addictive Games 

Address: 7A Richmond Hill, 
Bournemouth BH2 6HE 



Helichopper 
This is a bit of a yawn, I'm 
afraid. It’s a step back to the 
days of the game with just one 
screen that only varies by 
having different types of aliens 
moving around it. 

You are in control of a 
helicopter that must pick up 
ttle men from the right hand 

le of the screen, and fly them 
to safety on some ledges on the 
opposite side. Between you and 
safety is a swamp, from which a 
number of deadly creatures 
issue forth (including the 
wonderfully named Dollo- 
poids). Your helicopter is 
armed with bombs which you 
can drop on these creatures in 
order to clear your route across 
the screen. 

And that, as far as I can see, 
is all there is to the game. 
After rescuing enough men you 
advance to the ‘next’ screen, 
which is really just the same, 
but with different creatures in 
your way. It's mildly amusing 
for a few minutes, but no 
longer. I made the effort to get 
a few screens into the game, just 
to be fair to it, but no surprises 
emerged and I got bored quite 

iy. 
Umm, what else can I say 

about it? Well, the graphics are 
nice and colourful, with nice big 
sprites (like most Firebird 
games, which makes me wonder 
if they're trying to develop 
some sort of house style). 
That's about it really. 

Price: £2.50 

Publisher: Firebird 

Address: Wellington House, 
Upper St_Martin’s Lane, 
London WC2 

iN 

ISPECTRUMY 

Short's Fuse 
This is another of Firebird’s 
budget games, but one that 
doesn’t match up to some of the 
others in the range. The game is 
very similar to that old 
favourite, Chucky Egg, but is 
not nearly as addictive. Instead 
of collecting detonators to 
defuse bombs left by a chap 
called Boris. 

‘As well as the platforms, 
elevators and ropes, each screen 
has a picture of some famous 
landmark, such as the Taj 
Mahal, but these seem to be for 
decoration only, adding little to 
the game itself. 

I'm afraid that 1 simply 
found the game too hard to 
play. Having spent a couple of 
hours on the first screen I gave 
up in frustration after being 
stopped by the same obstacle on 
each attempt. There's ime 
limit on each screen which is far 
too brief — if you pause to time 
a jump, the ‘game over’ 
message ‘seems to appear in 
seconds and 1 found this 
enormously irritating. Equally 
irritating was the tune that 
played between games and after 
losing a life. 

Black marks too, for the 
control selection. The first time 
I tried to select the keyboard 
controls using the ‘“‘user- 
definable” option, I made a 
mistake only to find that I 
couldn’t redefine the controls 
and had to reload the game all 
over again. This constitutes an 
enormous pain, and makes a 
bad first impression. 

Potentially an enjoyable 
game, but too “unfriendly” for 
me, I'm afraid. 

Price: £2.50 

Publisher: Firebird 

Address: Wellington House, 
Upper St_Martin’s Lane, 
London WC2 

MCT BASIC 
Over the last year or so, I’ve 
had the pleasure of looking at 
about half a dozen extended 
BASICS for the C64. Without 
question this is the most 
interesting. This package 
certainly not the most 
sophisticated, although it’s 
pretty close to it, but it’s the 
first which is effectively an 
emulator. 

You can convert your C64 
into a C16. You might question 
the value of this, but even if you 
don’t want to use C16 listings, 
the version 3.5 BASIC it offers 
is a great deal better than the 
resident version 2. To test the 
compatibility of the package, I 
tried entering programs on the 
C16, saving them to disc and 
reloading them into my C64. 
They worked every time 
although there are one or two 
areas where the package doesn’t 
behave as version 3.5 BASIC. 

T won't attempt to des: 
version 3.5 BASIC in detai 
offers commands for 
graphics in two modes, 
structured programming, 
toolkit commands, sound and a 
variety of BASIC enhance- 
ments. To offer full use of the 
sprites on the 64, commands 
not covered by ‘version 3.5 
BASIC are provided but that 
can’t be a bad thing. 

The package NOVALOADs 
and on running you discover 
that you have only 26K free. If 
you use hi-resolution graphics, 
you loose another 12K. I found 
this peculiar since it’s quite 
simple to use the RAM behind 
the kernal ROM for graphics. 
Overall this is a first class 
package which represents 
excellent value for money. 

Price: £10.95 

Publisher: Micro Component 
Trading Company 

Address: Group Hse, Fishers 
Lane, Norwich, Norfolk 

This is a joystick controlled 
graphic adventure, in which you 
have to rid a haunted mansion 
of ghosts by collecting eight 
musical boxes and playing them 
all together at the entrance. It is 
menu-driven; your location is 
shown on the left-hand half of 
the screen, and a control panel 
on the right displays the options 
available to you. 

A very attractive title screen 
is displayed while the program 
Toads, but the graphics for the 
game itself are not up to the 
same standard, The display 
does not scroll smoothly, but 
jumps suddenly from one sec- 
tion of the house to another, 
which I found very disorienting. 
The rooms are shown in plan 
view, and are very small, so you 
can see several of them at once. 
They all look much the same ... 
you will have to be baked to 
death in the oven before you 
discover which it i 

Any contact with a. ghost 
proves instantly fatal, and being 
Bhosts they can pass through 
walls, so dodging them is not 
easy: You can stun them by 
throwing heavy objects at them, 
but this is quite a tricky pro- 
cedure which involves a lot. of 
delicate. manipulation of the 
joystick. 

‘The instructions given are 
very brief. As the game is menu- 
driven, there is no mystery 
about ‘the range of commands 
available to you, but you have 
to work out for yourself how to 
use them. 

It isn’t a classic game, but 
like the others in this range, itis 
remarkably good value’ for 
money. 
Price: £1.99 

Publisher: Mastertronic 

Address: Park Lorne, 111 Park 
Rd, London NW8 7JL 
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Moon Buggy 
‘This is an Anirog conversion 
from the C64, In itself, the 
game is not original but it 
proves to be both challenging 
and entertaining. The scenario 
is quite simple. 

You must drive your All 
Terrain Moon Buggy —ATMB 
— across the moon negotiating 
obstacles and nasties. You are 
protected by laser missiles, The 
main hazards are moon craters 
and boulders. You must jump 
the former and shoot the latter. 
Buzzing about the skies are 
fighters which, given half the 
chance, will bomb you. Finally, 
there are alien tanks which must 
be shot. 

‘The display is simple showing 
a side view of the buggy on the 
moon surface. To give the 
impression of motion, the 
landscape scrolls from right to 
left. A feeling of depth is given 
by two ranges of mountains 
which scroll at different rates. 
In order to give you the 
manoeuverability to avoid alien 
bombs and jump craters, you 
can change your horizontal 
position by accelerating or 
decelerating. 

‘The graphics are nicely drawn 
with good use of the C16’s 
colour abilities. The appearance 
of the alien fighters was 
interesting with swirling circles 
and the explosions well thought 
out. Sound was zappy and 
noisy. 
A particularly pleasant 

feature was the use of a turbo 
load, it certainly eases the slow 
loading on the C16. Perhaps 
not as satisfying as the 64 
version but still pretty good and 
addictive. AW. 

Price: £6.95 

Publisher: Anirog Software 

Address: Unit 10, Victoria 
Industrial Park, Victoria Rd, 
Dartford, Kent 

Operation Whirlwind 
If you've always thought you'd 
make a good World War II 
General, here's your chance to 
find out! This wargame puts 
you in charge of a reinforced 
infantry battalion, whose task is 
to smash through enemy lines 
and secure a town 15 kilometres 
away. 

The game comes in a smart 
box, with a 24 page instruction 
booklet. If this suggests that it 
is extremely complicated, don’t 
worry — it is written so that be- 
ginners can enjoy it, though 
experienced wargamers will ob- 
viously have a much greater 
chance of success. There are 
four different levels of diffi- 
culty; as a rank amateur, I stuck 
to the easiest, in which the 
counterattack from the enemy 
forces is negligible. 

Each turn comprises five dif- 
ferent phases. The first is the 
‘command phase, in which you 
order your units to dig in or 
become combat ready. Then 
comes a movement phase, fol- 
lowed by a combat phase when 
you order the units to fire. In 
the assault order phase you 
order assaults, overruns and 
bridge reconstruction; these 
orders are carried out in the 
final assault phase. At the end 
of a turn you can save the game 
on disk, if you wish, or go 
straight on to the next turn. 

The joystick controls are 
simple to operate if you follow 
the instructions carefully. The 
graphics are very clear, since the 
units are marked on a scrolling 
map of the battlefield. Alto- 
gether this represents a good 

roduction to wargaming, 
giving you plenty of oppor- 
tunity to exercise your strategic 
talents while the computer does 
all the hard work. M.N. 

Price: £11.95 

Publisher: Ariolasoft 

Address: Asphalte Hse, Palace 
St, London SWI 
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Chickin Chase 
Hey, monsieur, you wanna buy 
zome naughty French zoftware, 
huh? 

The scenario for this French 
produced game takes place in a 
chicken coop, where you adopt 
the role of the cockerel defend- 
ing his hen’s eggs from preda- 
tors — all very ecological. 

The programmers show their 
Gallic origins by dragging their 
national sport into the proceed- 
ings. In the words of the inlay 
card: “‘he must eat to keep up 
his strength so that he is able to 
honour the requests of 
Madame”. Well how did you 
think eggs are produced? 

Between attacks you must 
take the occasional trip through 
a door with a heart on it, which 
then closes to draw a veil over 
the next few seconds. 

The cockerel is followed out 
of the door by his spouse who 
then proceeds to climb up to lay 
her eggs on one of the two 
roosting platforms. The 
number of eggs depends on how 
ong the rooster dallied with his 
lady love behind the closed 
door. 

Whilst all this activity is going 
on hedgehogs, rats, stoats and 
snakes enter the coop to steal 
eggs and the cockerel must 
ensure that none of the eggs are 
stolen otherwise the hen charges 
out of her love nest and lands a 
blow with a rolling pin on the 
cockerel’s head, resulting in the 
loss of one of his three lives. 

Points are scored for each 
chick which hatches. 

Initially entertaining, the 
action is more frantic’ than 
varied and the chicken graphics 
are blocky and unappealing. 
Assuming no objections from 
Mary Whitehouse, the game 
should be available under the 
counter at your local dealers. 

E.D. 
Price: £2.50 

Publisher: Firebird 

Address: Wellington Hse, 
Upper St_Martin’s Lane, 
London WC2H 9DL 

aa 

Realm of Impossibility 
This American import is a fas- 
cinating graphic adventure. 
Your task is to retrieve the 
seven crowns of the Middle 
Kingdoms from the dungeons 
where they have been hidden; 
there are 13 dungeons to ex- 
plore, and each contains either 
a crown or a key to another 
dungeon. 

The dungeons, of course, 
contain monsters as well as 
crowns: zombies, snakes, 
spiders and orbs which pursue 
you relentlessly and sap your 
Strength whenever you come 
into contact with them. Fort- 
tunately there are some scrolls 
lying around, each of which 
gives you either extra strength 
or a spell which will throw the 
monsters off your track for a 
while. You can also drop silver 
crosses in your path, which stop 
any monsters directly behind 
you. 

The cassette contains the 
main game program on one side 
and data for the 13 dungeons on 
the other. Each time you enter a 
new dungeon, you have to re- 
wind the tape and load in the 
appropriate data, This system 
worked much better than I 
would have expected; the data 
loaded remarkably’ quickly, 
without any problems. 

There is a two-player version 
which, unusually, requires the 
players to work in co-operation 
rather than in opposition. The 
snag with this is that the players 
have to enter and leave each 
screen together, so if you cross 
a screen too quickly you can be 
beset by monsters while waiting 
for your partner to catch up. 

good game, this one. 
Excuse me, while I just go and 
explore the next dungeon . . . . 

M.N. 

Price: £9.95 

Publisher: Ariolasoft 

Address: Asphalte Hse, Palace 
St, London SWI 



Tower of Evil 
I can’t award many marks for 
originality for this game. The 
insert runs through a familiar 
spiel describing how the hero 
was banished from the court of 
king Salimos and cannot return 
without recovering the king’s 
lost treasure and the princess 
from the wicked necromancer. 
He therefore enters the multi- 
level tower armed with an 
ability to hurl fireballs to do 
battle with the nasties residing 
therein. 

Each level comprises nine 
rooms, each occupying a full 
screen, In each level there are 
hidden a key, a pile of gold and 
other items which can make our 
hero temporarily invincible. 
The goodies are guarded by 
nasties which can be zapped and 
can zap you. When you have 
the key, you can take the 
transporter to the next level. 
Once you reach the top, you 
must put the gold in the chest 
and save the princess. You then 
start all over again. 

Graphically it is rather 
unexciting. The nasties 
comprise of single redefined 
characters and the hero is rather 
similar to humpty-dumpty. The 
animation is neat but un- 
exciting. The walls of each 
chamber are simple coloured 
blocks. Overall, the game 
doesn’t reflect the potential of 
the C16’s graphics. Sound is 
limited to footsteps and zapping 
noises. 

The game plays quite well 
with equal opportunity to zap 
nasties or use speed to avoid 
them. It’s not exactly tough, 
but the different modes of 
attack by each nasty make life 
interesting. A.W. 

is 

Price: £6.95 

Publisher: Creative Sparks 

Address: 296 Farnborough Rd, 
Farnborough, Hants 

Star Seeker 
Subtitled ‘‘a guide to the night 
sky”, this is an introduction to 
astronomy as well as 
information for the . 

As in Intermediate Astro- 
nomy from SciSoft, you need to 
input a latitude,’ longtitude, 
date and time in order to 
produce a plot of the visible 
sky. This is done quite quickly, 
and a menu allows you to con- 
struct constellation maps, get 
detailed info on chosen stars, 
produce a close-up, watch the 
stars move by defined time 
intervals, change the viewpoint 
or time, ‘and output the results 
toa printer. A second program 
allows much the same facilities, 
though featuring the solar 
system. Here, the information 
is about the moon and planets. 

The program is very well 
error trapped, and is user 
friendly, with a high standard 
of on-screen presentation, 
which exploits the Spectrum to 
the full. A limiting factor is that 
the only printer interface 
supported is the Kempston — 
version not specified — or the 
ZX Printer. Equally odd is the 
offer of upgrading the program 
to disc, but not to Microdrive 
cartridge, and the failure to 
support serial printers through 
Interface 1. 

Apart from a much less tor- 
tuous menu procedure, and the 
price, what distinguishes this 
from the SciSoft offering is the 
quality of the manual. This is 
full of technical terms, but these 
are all explained with the aid of 
tables, diagrams, screen-dumps 
and appendices. You will have 
to work, but the basic info is 
here, Not easy, but good. D.M. 

Price: £9.95 

Publisher: Mirrorsoft 

Address: Holborn Circus, 
London ECI 1DQ 

Type-Rope 
Type-Rope is described as being 
designed for younger children 
with the purpose of giving them 
hours of educational fun. Using 
cartoon/arcade type graphics of 
a high standard, a series of very 
large “lovable” characters 
aclown or a bunny are depicted 
using multi-colours. Down each 
side of the character is a collec- 
tion of letters or numbers as 
they appear on the keyboard. 
Each is connected by a finely 
drawn line to another on the 
other side of the character, but 
not straight across. The result is 
the impression that the clown, 
or whatever is tied up, and the 
purpose of the game is to untie 
them. 

Untying is achieved by identi- 
fying the first letter, pressing 
the relevant key, then pressing 
the one to which the rope is 
connected. If all the ropes are 
untied in the limited time avail- 
able, then a new character is 
drawn, but with more ropes. 
When you finally fail, your 
score can be entered into the 
hall of game. 

Presumably, the educational 
content is the reaction timer, 
together with the number and 
letter recognition. Unfortunate- 
ly, young children use lower 
case letters at the start of their 
schooling, not upper case as 
found on keyboards and in this 
program, so this isn’t really of 
much value to them education- 
ally.It would help them to learn 
the layout of the keyboard, but 
a variable time interval would 
have been useful. Cheap, nicely 
presented, fairly easy to use, 
but of limited value. D.M. 
Price: £1.99 

Publisher: Mastertronic 

Address: Lorne Park, 111 Park 
Rd, London NW8 7JL 

Murder on the 
Zinderneuf 

One of the 16 passengers on the 
luxury airship Zinderneuf has 
been murdered, Fortunately, a 
thinly disguised famous detec- 
tive — Miss Agatha Marbles, 
Inspector Klutzeau or any one 
of half a dozen others — is on 
hand to unmask the murderer. 

lands? Highly unlikely, § 
The game is played by 

moving your choice of detective 
around a floor plan of the air- 
ship. The graphics are rather 
odd; I found the patterned car- 
pets very distracting. Passen- 
gers materialise like magic when 
the detective enters a room, and 
bumping into one produces a 
menu of options: question them. 
about the other passengers, ig- 
nore them or accuse them of the 
crime. If you select the right 
approach, they may agree to 
answer up to three questions. 
There are also clues to be found 
in many of the rooms, but 
some, if not all, of these are of 
very little relevance to the case. 

After a long period of search- 
ing and questioning, your hero/ 
heroine should have collected 
lots of conflicting information. 
Then itis just a matter of sifting 
through it to arrive at a logical 
solution to the mystery, or 
alternatively, making a wild 
guess as to the identity of the 
murderer. At the end of the 
journey, or soon if you are 
either luckier or more skilful 
than I was, the true culprit is re- 
vealed, together with an expla- 
nation of their motive which 
leaves the relevance of most of 
the clues still shrouded in 
mystery. M.N. 

Price: £11.95 

Publisher: Ariolasoft 

Address: Asphalte Hse, Palace 
St, London SWI 
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Py his week, we will be 
concentrating on the 

& procedure which handles 
the save option. Look at the 
listing. When the save option is 
first chosen, a little text window 
is formed below the editing grid 
and ‘‘Save option” is printed in 
line 740. In line 750, you are 
asked to confirm the option. In 
line 780, you are asked to input 
the starting line number, i.c. 
line numbers from which the 
character definition starts. By 
choosing this value intelligently, 
you can simply *EXECute the 
file created in order to join it on 
to your existing program. 

In line 810, you are asked to 
input the increments and lastly 
in line 830, you are asked to 
enter the name under which the 
file should be saved. In line 840, 
a file is opened under the name 
which has been entered, then in 
ine 850, the file is started off by 
“DEFPROCdefine”’. A general 
procedure ““Bput”” which allows 
you to send a string to the file is 
used here. 

In lines 860 to 920, the 
characters are sent in sequence 
as a series of VDU23 state- 
ments. It would be a waste of 
time to save all the characters 
from 224 to 225 since only a 
small fraction of time to save all 
the characters from 224 to 255 
since only a small fraction may 
be redefined so in lines 880 and 
890, the character definition is 
read in and in lines 900 to 910, 
each row is added up and if the 
total turns out to be zero ( 
the character is empty), tha 
particular character is skipped. 
After all the characters have 
been saved — or not, as the case 
may be — the file is closed in 
line 940. 

Procedure ‘‘pbut’’ is a 
general procedure which allows 
you to send a string, i.e. a series 
of characters, to a file. It splits 
up the string which has been 

as a parameter into 
individual characters and sent 
to the file sequentially. 

The next procedure ‘‘c-line’* 
is a procedure which creates a 
VDU23 statement. A_ string 
consisting of the line number, 
VDU23, and the definition is 
created in lines 1050 to 1090 and 
sent to the file using the above 
procedure. You may have 
noticed that the definition uses 
hex rather than decimal. This is 
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because it is easier to distinguish 
characters in hex then in 
decimal. Remember that a byte 
(Cight-bit number) may be split 
up into two four-bit numbers 
called nibbles and each nibble 
may be dealt with individually. 
In fact, after little practice, 
you can tell the shape of a 
character by looking at the 

definition simply by splitting up 
the hex numbers into. their 
nibbles. 

Anyway, that’s it for this 
week. Try to digest. these 
procedures thoroughly. Because 
of space limitations, I have not 
been able to describe the 
various file handling commands 
but in any case, the user guide 
explains these commands in 
great detail so if you don’t 
understand any of the 
commands, you know where to 
Took, 
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Brian Jones continues his series by 
explaining most of BASIC vocabulary 

‘e’ve come a long way 
in the last seven parts. 
This week I'll cover 

most of standard BASIC vocab- 
ulary. But first, I'l deal with 
last week's problem. I asked 
you to try writing a program to 
add up 1p, 2p, Sp and 10p coins 
simply by tapping one of the 
four function keys. Look at this 

18 To 
28 GET AS 
30 IF 
40 IF 
3e IF 
6e IF 
78 IF AS<>*T* THEN 20 
88 PRINT*MTHE TOTAL IS"/T? "PENCE" 

THEN T=T+1tPRINTI,T 
THEN T=T+2!PRINT2,T 
THEN T=T¢5StPRINTS,T 
THEN T=T+10:PRINT1O,T 

The characters in quotes 
appear when you press the 
function keys once the double 
quotes have been typed. 
Obviously the program could be 
modified to add any amounts to 
T, including using other keys. 
Alternatively, the value one 
could be added to a different 
variable for each key. This 
could then be used to keep a 
count of the number of items in 
up to four categories, for 
example: fl for cars, {3 for 
buses/coaches, £5 for lorries, {7 
for bikes. 
Some programs use, GET 

AS: IF AS="*"" THEN. They 
do this because the computer 
does calculations so fast that 
most of the time it goes round a 
loop like 20 to 70 above, no key 
has been pressed. In that case 
there is nothing to be got by the 
GET! So AS takes the value 
“nothing”. In numbers that 
would be zero; in name or strit 
variables, it’s called the null 
string, and is represented by 
two consecutive double quotes 
“9. Trained typists find this 
very unnatural and want to put 
a space between them, which 
can cause errors when the pro- 
gram is RUN. All the examples 
T've used so far of GET, get 
characters, but if you use, GET 
A, or GET any number 
variable, only digits will be 
acceptable and pressing a letter 
gives a SYNTAX ERROR. 

Alter the program above — 
change the AS on line 20 to just 
A, and see the difference in 
what happens when you press a 
numeric and non-numeric key. 
In practice I always use AS, 
even if I want digits. Of course 

you can’t do arithmetic on 
name variables, even if the 
“‘names"” are numbers. Suppose ———" 
you wanted to use a program 
similar to the one at the start to 
add up a long string of digits, 
for pas the number of 
people in each car passing a 
check point. How would I do it 
with GET A$? 

19 T= 
20 GET AStIF AS=*" THEN 20 

IF AS="S" THEN 70 
X=VAL CAS) 
IF X¢2@ THEN T=T+K!PRINTX,T 
GoTo 28 
PRINT*TOTAL =*)T 

RUN this and see how 
pressing the number keys add 
on their value, but pressing a 
character or function key has 
no effect. Now look at line 40. 
VAL is a BASIC function s 
which converts any string 

able to a value. If the string 
variable is a letter, the value is 
zero. Try these programs — 

18 INPUT*GIVE ME A NAME OR NUMBER“?NS 
28 IF NS="STOP™ THEN 60 
3@ X=VAL<NS> 
4@ IF X=® THEN PRINT*NAME® 
3@ IF X20 THEN PRINT*NUMBER® 
68 PRINT X,NS 
78 GOTO 10 
88 REM TRY NAMES LIKE AB12 AND 34CD 
9 END 
188 INPUT*ENTER A NAME"7NS 
110 L=LENCNS> 
128 PRINT*THERE ARE*JLs "CHARACTER IN “FNS 
13@ ENO 
280 INPUT*ENTER A WHOLE NUMBER"SN 
210 NS=STRSCND #L=LEN(NS) 
228 PRINT*THERE ARE*?L-17 "DIGITS IN"JN 
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END 
FOR I=1 TOS 
INPUT*ENTER ANY NUMBER" 7% 
D#=STRSCINT<X)? 
LaLeNcDs> 
PRINT TAB(30-L)s 
NEXT I 
ENO 

How can you try all this? The 
Ea stops at line 90. True, 

wut if you type RUN, followed 
by a line number, you can start 
the RUN where you like. So 
UN, RUN 100, RUN 200 and 
‘UN 300 will allow you to try 

each of these four programs 
individually. 

The effect of LEN should be 
fairly obvious from the second 
part of the program. STRS has 
the reverse effect to VAL, and 
since LEN only works on string 
variables, part three needs 
STRS to convert a number to a 
string variable, But why L-1 
digits? It’s the space character 
in front of positive values, or 
the minus sign in negative 
values that we don't want to 
count. 

The fourth part uses STRS, 
VAL and INT to find the 
number of digits before the 
decimal point so the values can 
be lined up nicely. But, sup 
you wanted output to two deci- 
mal places, even if it’s a whole 
number. If you input 12.00, the 
computer outputs just 12 on its 
own, and chops off the decimal 
point and zeros. It’s rather 
messy to overcome this, but 
heres a program to do it. Note 
— it only works for positive 
numbers and values less than 
1,000,000,000! 

INPUT "VALUE" 
X=INT(V#100+.5>/108 
N= INT(X) {D=INTC(K-N)#1084.5)/100 
NS=STR#<N> 1D8=STR#(D> 
IF D=® THEN D$=".00 "1G0TO 8 
IF LEN(D$)=3 THEN 08=RIGHTS(DS,2)+*®"1GOTO 80 
DS=RIGHT#<DS,3) 
PRINT TAB(20-LENCNS)>/;Ne+DS 
GOTO 10 

Explanation — First, I hope 
you remembered the rounding 
technique used in lines 20 and 
30 to get the values to two 
decimal places. Why do it 
twice? Well, unfortunately the 
arithmetic in BASIC is not 
perfect to more than eight deci- 
mal places. Enter X= 12,345: 
PRINT X-INT(X). Instead of 
345 you get .344999999! So 
what about lines 60 and 70? If 

you enter a value like 64.3, DS 
will be space, decimal point, 
three. So we want to remove the 
space and add a zero. RIGHTS 
takes the last, or rightmost 
characters from a string 
variable. In 60 we want the last 
two characters, in 70 we want 
the last three. It is a messy pro- 
gram, but the output is neat. 

As well as RIGHTS, there is 
LEFT$ and MIDS ‘to pick 
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characters from the start or 
middle of string variables res- 
pectively. With MIDS, you need 
to specify which position to 
start from, as well as how many 
characters’ to pick. Look at 
these programs — 

erates the code 13, switching 
irom upper to lower case is code 
14, You can check if a character 
is a digit by testing if it’s code is 
between 48 and $7 inclusive, 

To generate any character or 
action by its code use PRINT 

18 L="ABCDEFGHIJKL* 
20 L=LENCLS> 

6@ PRINTMIDS<L#,P,N) 
78 END 

118 L=LENCNS> 
128 FOR I=1 TOL. 
13@ PRINTMIDS<(NS, 1,1) 
148 NEXT I 

17@ PRINTMIDS(NS,1,1)5 
188 NEXT 1 
19@ END 

210 L*LENCNS> 
220 FOR I=1 TOL 
230 PRINT LEFTS(NS,1> 
248 NEXT I 

38 INPUT"HOW MANY LETTERS*:N 
4@ INPUT*STARTING HERE "7P 
5@ IF N¢P>L THEN PRINT*IMPOSSIBLE*1GOTO 30 

10@ INPUT"ENTER YOUR NAME"7 NS 

PRINT#PRINT*BACKWAROS IT'S* 
FOR I=L TO 1 STEP -1 

208 INPUTENTER YOUR NAME"? Ne 

‘There are two other functions 
in this category, ASC and 
CHRS. ASC is short for ASCII, 
which standard for “American 
Standard Code for Information 
Interchange.” All characters 
and actions have a code. For 
example, pressing return 

CHRS(that code). PRINT 
CHRS(113) produces a_ black 
blob, PRINT CHRS(144) 
changes the colour of output to 
black. Don’t try PRINT 
CHRS(31) — look up page 135 
in the Commodore 64 manual 
to find out what would happen. 



THE EXTERNAL ROM 

Fs 

RE-BASED R¢ 
INTERACTION BETW 

4 SWITCH TO REQUIRED R 
ou 

© RED LIGH TE THE SELECTED ROM M. NO NEED Ti 

LUDE 
ELECTED RC 

INCLUDES BBC 
INCLUDES s 

‘New Gold Star life membership of 
‘The Software Library Is your key toa vast 

‘treasure trove of tapes costing up to £18 each. They 
‘are yours whenever you want them, three at a time... and 
a full week's rental won't ever cost you a penny In hire fees! 

‘New roleases are constantly being added. 
‘Joining this money-saving scheme should cost you £24; as an Introductory offer, 
You can join this month at all priee— £12. rom then on, you can take away 
{hres tapes trom our shop whenever you wish; or Ifyou ord by post, all we ask le 
‘0p post pecking per tape. The rental le perfectly free In elther case. 
‘What's more, you can sell your surplus software to other members (we have over 
5,000!) and recoup the coat of membership in no time at all. We offer huge 
‘discounts on peripherals and tapes....and 10 much more. Phone us now on 
{730 892782, Quoting your Access number, or return the coupon without delay! 

JARE LIBRARY ranwa Plan eel me at tenor or. adv my materi Pky a. 
{enclose cheque/P.0. for £ 

+ Screen Painter 
T Program 

BASIC 
For the COMMODORE 64° Computer 
- includes manual and demo program. 

Has over 125 commands and is language com- 
patible with basic, the 3.5. 

Commands included: 

Help Sound Sprite Cmds Scratch 
Circle Filter Do/loop — Header 
Draw Trap/Resume While/Until De-load 
Box Print Using De-save 
Re-number |.N.S.T.R. Monitor —_ Directory 

CASSETTE VERSION* 
£10.95 
including p&p and VAT 

Disc version available June 1985 at £14.95. 
Trade and export enquiries welcome. 
Please direct enquiries/orders to: 

Micro Component Trading Company, 
Group House, Fishers Lane, Norwich, 
Norfolk, England NR2 1ET. 
Tel: (0603) 633005 

Ak See Review in HCW issue 21/5/86. 

The Secret of St.Bride’. where grown-up gitts joned schoolgirl 
it it the headlines in aflurry of controversy 

“A achoo! for scandal?” asked the Daily Tolegraph, ‘Al ory pukkah,” assured BBC TY Ne “Creepy,” shuddered the Mail's colour supplement. 
What is the secret of St. Bride's? Now you can findout tor yoursel! Explore the dormiton but’dont got caught! Find your Underground passages, Meet t there. “Pass. through the Time Siscover. 

The Secret of St. Brides. 
A schooigit! adventure with a difference. Full of twists and surprises - exciting, funny, musical. With full 
supporting package. 
For C64 and Spectrum 48K, cassette only £8.95-£5,05 you order direct from: 
St Bride's School (PC), Burtonport, Co. Donegal, Ireland (direct price Includes P&P) 

AMSTRAD CPC464 ADVENTURES 
“NEMESIS ARNOLD ADVENTURES are like a breath of 
Sresh air” Tony Kendle, PCW Dec '85. 

£ 
THE TRIAL of ARNOLD BLACKWOOD 6.50 
ARNOLD goes to SOMEWHERE ELSE 6.50 
‘THE WISE and FOOL of ARNOLD BLACKWOOD 6.50 
NEW TITLES : 

ANGELIQUE: A GRIEF ENCOUNTER 6.50 
“recommend it highly."” PCW March ’85. 
““A Festival of entertainment”” HCW March "85 

BRAWN FREE! 2.00 
ES Silly price, top rated (UK only) 

Chqs, POs for immediate despatch, or enquiries to: 
NEMESIS (HCW), 10 Carlow Rd, Ringstead, Kettering, 

Northants NNi4 4DW. 



D 

ialise move and 
screen arrays 

330-400 set_up potholes and 
zombie positions 

420-450 put Dracula into screen 
array 

460. if first game, allow player 
to select demo mode or 
standard play 

470 set screen colours 
480-490 print title in three 

dimensions 
500 print demo mode message, 

if in this mode 
520-610 print initial screen 

positions 
630-690 input move and move 

Dracula 
700-730 check for collisio 
750-840 move zombie routine 
790-820 check for zombie collis- 

ions 
840 check if all zombies killed 

860-930 print end of game 
messages, if play again, 
process accordingly 

940-980 finished game routine 
1010-1020 stereo sound for 

Dracula moving 
1050-1070 stereo sound for 

zombies moving 
1090-1120 stereo sound for 

zombies bumping into each 
‘other 

1140-1170 stereo sound for 
Dracula escaping to next 
island 

1190-1240 stereo. sound. for 
someone falling into the pit 

1260-1320 stereo. sound for 
Dracula being killed and 
eaten by zombies 

1340-1430 stereo real time music 
routine 

1450-1550 data for music 
1§70 data for movement routines 
1590-1690 instruction subroutine 
1700-1730 real time routine to 

animate zombies 
1740 reruns program if escape 
is pressed 



100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 

REM Zombie Island 11/9/84 B. & D. Lewis. 
RANDOMIZE ‘TIME:MODE 1:DEFINT a-z 
PAPER @:PAPER #2,@:0N BREAK GOSUB 1740 
DIM screen(24,14) ,zpos(9,2) ,xoff (9) ,yor# (9) 
WINDOW #1,1,42,16,16:WINDOW #2,1,40,18,25 
pit=11human=2: zombie=3: space=4:home=5 

160 zom=248; level =3: p] ay=0: f1ag=@: pass=0: pitch=1 
170 man$=CHR$ (22) +CHR$ (1) +CHR$ (253) +CHRS (8) +CHR$ (15) +CHRS (1) +CHRE (254) +CHRE (8) +C 
HR# (15) +CHR$ (3) +CHR$ (255) +CHR$ (22) +CHR$ () 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 

470 
480 
490 
500 
Esc 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590 

14 
620 

SYMBOL AFTER 253 
SYMBOL 253, %10,%28,%92,%7C,&10,%28,%28,0 
SYMBOL 254,0;%10,0,0,%38,0,0,%46C 
SYMBOL 255,%26,0,%28,0,%44,&D6,%D6,0 

REM . Initialize move & screen arrays 
RESTORE 1570:FOR n=1 TO 9:READ xoff(n),yoff(n) ,direction$(n):NEXT 
RESTORE:ON SQ(2) GOSUB 1340 
GOSUB 1592 
FOR n=i TO 24:screen(n,1)=pit:screen(n,14)=pitsNEXT n 
FOR n=2 TO 13:screen(1,n)=pit:screen(24,n)=pit:NEXT n 
dummy=REMAIN (2) 
FOR n=2 TO 23:FOR m=2 TO 13 

screen (n,m)=space 
NEXT m,n 

REM — Set up potholes & zombie positions 
FOR n=1 TO S+RND#*? 

Screen (2+RND#21,2+RND#11)=pit 
NEXT 
FOR znum=1 TO level 

zpos (znum, 1) =2+RND#21 
znum,2)=2+RND*11 
n (zpos (znum,1) ,zpos(znum,2))=zombie 

NEXT znum:znum=level 
REM — Compute landing position 

X=4+INT (RND#17) 
y=4+INT(RND*7) 
IF screen(x,y)<>space THEN 420 
screen (x,y) shuman 
IF play=0 THEN a$=LOWER$(INKEY$):IF a$<>" " AND a$<>"d" THEN 460 
ELSE demo=@: IF a$="d" THEN demo=1 
CLE:BORDER @: INK O,Q:INK 1,21:INK 2,20:INK 3,15:play=1:moff=0 
TAG:FOR n=1 TO é:m=n+moff:IF n=3 THEN moff=1 
PLOT 470-n#n 300+ (3@*demo)-n*n,m:PRINT "ZOMBIES"; :NEXT nt TAGOFF 
IF demo THEN PEN 1:LOCATE 27,1@:PRINT “Demo Mode":PEN 3:LOCATE 27,11:PRINT “ 
ESC":PEN 2:LOCATE 27,12:PRINT "to continue” 

REM Print the state of play 
FOR n=i TO 14:FOR m=1 TO 24 

man=screen(m,n):IF man=space THEN 580 
PEN man:LOCATE m,n 
IF man=pit THEN PRINT "O";:GOTO S80 
IF man=zombie THEN PRINT CHR$(zom);:GOTO SEQ 
IF man=human THEN PRINT man$s 

NEXT m:PRINT :NEXT ni 
IF RND>@.5 THEN ni=1+RND*13:IF RND<@.5 THEN mi=1 ELSE mi=24 
ELSE mi=1+RND#23: IF RND<@.5 THEN ni=1 ELSE ni= 

LOCATE m1,ni:PEN human:PRINT "O" 
screen (m1 ,n1) =home: dummy=SQ (2) 

REM I/p move & check position 
EVERY 3@ GOSUB 170@:PEN #1,human:LOCATE #1,1,1:PRINT #1,"Your move ";:CLS #2 
IF demo THEN a=CINT(1+RND*8):PRINT #1,direction$(a):GOTO 670 
a$=INKEY$:IF a$<"i" OR a$>"9" THEN 652 
ELSE WHILE INKEY$<>"":WEND 
a=ASC (a$)-48:PRINT #1,direction$(a) 
screen (x,y) =spaces dummy=REMAIN () 
PEN human:LOCATE x,ysPRINT" "5 
x=x+KoFf (a) ty=y+yoff (a):GOSUB 1018 



7@@ IF screen(x,y)=home THEN PEN human:PRINT #2,"YOU HAVE ESCAPED TO ANOTHER ISL 
AND !!"slevel=level+i:GOSUB 113@:GOTO 898 
71@ IF screen(x,y)=space THEN screen(x,y)=humansLOCATE x,y:PRINT man$;:GOTO 752 
720 IF screen(x,y)=zombie THEN PEN #2,zombie:PRINT #2,"STRAIGHT INTO THE ZOMBIES 
MOUTH" sGOSUB 1250:GOTO 890 

730 IF screen(x,y)=pit THEN PEN #2,pit:PRINT #2,"HEAD FIRST INTO THE PIT":GOSUB 
1190:GOTO 890 
740 REM Move all zombies towards target 
75@ z2=1 
76@ zxold=zpos(z2,1):zyold=zpos(z2,2) 
77® screen(zxold,zyold)=space:PEN zombie:LOCATE zxold,zyold:PRINT " "; 
780 zx=2x0ld+SGN (x-zx0ld) :zy=zyold+SGN(y-zyold) :GOSUB 1850 
790 IF screen(zx,zy)=human THEN PEN #2,zombie:PRINT #2,"YOU'RE ZAPPED BY A ZOMBI 
E":LOCATE zx,zy:PRINT CHR$(zom) 5: screen (zx ,zy)=zombi 
etzpos(z2,1)=zx1:zpos(z2,2)=zy:GOSUB 125@:GOTO 890 
80@ IF screen(zx,zy)=zombie THEN PEN #2,pit:PRINT #2,"BOINK-----> HERE COME THE 
ZOMBIES": screen (zxold,zyold)=zombiesLOCATE zxold,zyo 
1d:PRINT CHR#(zom);:GOSUB 189@:GOTO 830 
810 IF screen(zx,zy)=pit THEN PEN #2,2:PRINT #2,"SPLASH GOES A ZOMBIE":GOSUB 119 
@:FOR z3=z2 TO znum:zpos(z3,1)=zpos(23+1,1):zpos (23, 
2)=zpos(z3+1,2):NEXT z3:znum=znum-1:GOTO 840 
620 IF screen(zx,zy)=space THEN screen (zx ,zy)=zombie:zpos(z2,1)=z 
tLOCATE zx,zy:PRINT CHR$(zom) ; 
830 z2=22+1 
840 IF z2<=znum THEN 760 

pos(z2,2)=zy 

850 REM Are there any more zombies? 
860 PEN #1,zombie:LOCATE #1,27,1:PRINT #1,znum; "zombies": IF znum>=1 THEN 630 
870 PEN #2,human:PRINT #2:PRINT #2,"WELL DONE ~-~ THE ZOMBIES ARE EXTINCT" 
880 PRINT #2,"YOU ESCAPED :level=level+2:IF level>9 THEN 942 
890 PRINT #2,"ANOTHER GAME (y/n) ? “s:level=level-1:IF level<1 THEN level=1 
90 EVERY 30 GOSUB 1700:screen(mi,ni)=pit:IF demo THEN a$="yes":GOTO 930 
910 IF INKEY$<>"" THEN 910 

920 a¥=LOWER$ (INKEY$):IF a$<>"n" AND a$<>"y" THEN 920 
930 IF af="n" THEN PEN #2,zombie:PRINT #2,"NO";:PEN pitsLOCATE 1,24:END 

ELSE PEN #2,human:PRINT #2,"YES ON SQ(2) GOSUB 
1340:GOTO 280 

940 INK zombie,@,26:PAPER #2,1:PEN #2,zombie:PRINT #2:PRINT #2:PRINT #2, “YIPPEE 
La YOU'VE KILLED THEM ALL !! “* 

95@ FOR n=@ TO 26: INK @,n:BORDER 26-n:SOUND 7,RND*n#99,25,7:NEXT nz 
960 INK Q,3:BORDER 3:PRINT #2:PRINT #2:PRINT #2,,"GOODBYE (for now 
970 RESTORE:ON SQ(2) GOSUB 1340 
988 GOTO 980 
998 REM SOUND SUBROUTINES 
1002 = REM == Human running 
1010 steps=ABS( (x<9)-2*(x>8 AND x<17)-4#(x>16)) 
1@2@ SOUND steps,200,4,7:SOUND 7,0,2,0 
1030 RETURN 
1040 REM —_Zombie running 
1050 steps=ABS( (zx<9)-2"(zx>B AND zx<17)-4#(zx>16)) 

1@6@ SOUND steps,700,4,46:SOUND 7,8,2,0 
1070 RETURN 
1080 REM Boink !! 

1090 steps=ABS ( (zx<9)-2"(zx>8 AND zx<17)-4#(zx>16)) 
1100 FOR boink=1 TO 4@0@ STEP 25:SOUND steps,boink,1,7-boink/1500,0,0,2 
1110 NEXT boink 
1120 RETURN 
1130 REM Escaped to next island 
114@ FOR n=100@ TO 1 STEP -9 
1158 SOUND 1,n,4, (1@@@-n)/145:SOUND 4, 1080-n,4, (1000-n) /145:SOUND 2,RND*999,2,1, 
0,0,15 
1160 NEXT n 
1170 RETURN 
1180 REM Fall into pit 
1198 FOR drop=@ TO S@ STEP 2:SOUND S,drop*40,10,7-(drop/1@) 
120 NEXT drop 

APER #2,2 
rape 
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1210 FOR splash=802 TO 250 STEP -15 
1220 SOUND 5,splash,3,splash/200,0,0,15+splash/S@ 
123@ NEXT splash 
1242 RETURN 
1250 REM Caught by Zombies 
126 FOR n=7 TO 2 STEP -1:FOR eat=1 TO 400@ STEP 9@ 
1270 SOUND. 5,RND*eat ,2,n,2,0,7-n 
1280 NEXT eat,n 
1290 FOR n=7 TO 1 STEP -1:FOR tear=999 TO 1 STEP -3O 
1302 SOUND S,tear,1,n,2,0,1 
131 NEXT tear,n 
1320 RETURN 
1330 REM Real-time music routine 
134 notei=note:READ note 
1350 IF note=1 THEN pass=pass+i:IF pass=2 THEN RESTORE 1460:GOTO 1340 
1360 IF (flag=1 AND pass=3) THEN pitch=pitch+i:IF pitch>S THEN pass=@:pitch=1:f1 
ag=0:SOUND 7,0,497,0:RESTORE 145@:GOTO 1340 

ELSE pass=0:flag=0:RESTORE 1460:GOTO 1342 
137@ IF note=2 THEN flag=flag+i:RESTORE 1460:GOTO 1340 
1380 IF note<S THEN 1340 
139@ IF note=@ THEN 1420 
1400 IF note<>notei THEN SOUND 7,0,6,0 
141@ SOUND 1,note/pitch-1,9,4:SOUND 2,note/pitch,9,S:SOUND 4,note/pitcht1,9,4 
142@ ON SQ(2) GOSUB 1340 
1432 RETURN 
1449. REM Data for music - PEER GYNT In the hall of the moun 
tain king (1st part) by E. GRIEG 
145@ DATA 758,758, 758,758, 758,758, 758,758,758, 758,758,758 
1468 DATA 1136, 1136, 1012, 1012, 956,956,851 ,851,758, 758,956, 956,758, 758,758,758 
147@ DATA 804,804, 1012, 1012,851,851,851,651,0,851,851,1012,1012,851,851,851,851 
148 DATA 1136, 1136, 112, 1012, 956,956,851 ,851 , 758, 758,956 , 956, 758, 758,568,568 
1490 DATA 638,638,758, 758,956,956, 758, 758,638, 638, 63 38, 638,638,638 
15@2 DATA 1 
1510 DATA 758,758,676, 676,602, 602,568,568, 506,506,638, 638,506 506,506,506 
152@ DATA 478,478,602, 602,478,478, 478, 478,506,506, 638,638,506 , 506,506,586 
153@ DATA 758,758,676, 676, 602,602,568, 568,506,506,638, 638,506,506 ,506,506 
154@ DATA 478,478, 682, 602,478,478, 478, 478,506,506 ,506,506 586,506, 526,506 
1550 DATA 2 
1560 REM Data for numeric keypad 
157@ DATA -1,1,"SOUTH-WEST",@,1, "SOUTH “,1,1, "SOUTH-EAST 
@,0,"STOPPED ",1,0,"EAST -1,-1, "NORTH-WEST" 
1@,—1, "NORTH 1,71, "NORTH-EAST: 
1580 REM Instructions 
159@ BORDER 3: INK @,3:INK 1,26: INK 2,16: INK 3,19 
1608 PEN 2:LOCATE 14,1:PRINT “COUNT DRACULA", ," ON", 
161@ PEN 1:LOCATE 1,6:PRINT “One foggy night whilst out 
short-cut over Haiti (eat-e) and disaster strikes !! 

1620 PRINT “Your bat hits a passing voodoo shaman & you find yourself on ZOMBIE 
ISLAND !!" 
1630 PRINT “You must lure the hapless creatures intothe bottomless pits scattere 
d about the" 
164 PRINT "Island (they are attracted by your cape,"; 
165@ PRINT “and cannot see the pits). 
1660 PEN 3:PRINT :PRINT “To move, use the numeric keypad (1 to 9)as follows :-" 
167@ LOCATE 14,16:PRINT "NW  N  -NE":LOCATE 15,2@:PRINT "W STILL E":LOCATE 

PRINT "SW SSE" 
1688 PEN 2:LOCATE 2,25:PRINT “Press D for demo, or SPACE BAR to play" 
1698 RETURN 
170@ PEN zombie:FOR zdance=1 TO znum 
1710 —- zom=248+CINT(RND*3):LOCATE zpos (zdance,1) ,zpos(zdance,2):PRINT CHR$(zom: 

1,0, "WEST Lh, 

"ZOMBIE ISLAND" 
or a bite, you take a 

1720 NEXT zdance 
1730 RETURN 
174@ RUN 
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This program comes in useful 
for creating your own character 
sets and graphics. It gives an 
enlarged view of the character 
in a grid and allows you to 
modify it as you like. 

You can invert the graphics 
characters, switch them around, 
arrange them in any order in the 
grid. They can also be swapped, 
copied and changed. 

In a standard character set 
you load a group of characters 
into the grid by typing ‘R’. 
You'll see FIRST CHAR? 
appear on the command line. 
Enter the first character you 
require: ASCII code (32-119), 
Press Return. 
The grid will fill with 

characters, the ASCII codes for 
which are shown in the 
character codes grid. 
Move the cursor using the 

arrows. To invert the bit under 
the cursor press Space. The 
change is implemented immedi- 
ately. 

To get any single character to 
any position in the grid: 
1 move cursor to where it is 
required 
2 press ‘G’. ASCII code of 
char, Return 

To invert a whole character 
press ‘I’, and to memorise a 
character press ‘M’. It will be 
shown in the bottom right-hand 
corner of the screen. See the 
command summary for other 
commands. 

With a little practice the 
program becomes easy to use. 
Any characters may be placed 
in the grid using ‘G’ and ‘R’ 
commands so that graphics 
which require more than one 
character can be made to line 
up. 
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151 CLS: GOSUB 2000 

Using commands together 
allows you to swap and copy. 
For example, to copy a 
character on to another 
character cell: 
1 ‘M’emorise first character 
2 ‘G'et the character to copy it 
‘on to 
3. ‘N’ — recall memory into 
new cell 

Return gives the alternate 
character set, which is generally 
used for user graphics. 

Please note: Only one copy 
of a given character can exist in 
the grid at any one time. 

‘Once you have assembled the 
graphics you require, press ‘E’ 
to exit. The character set may 
now be SAVEd on cassette for 
future use (refer to Oric user 
manual) or the program re-run. 

Command summary 
arrows move the cursor 
€ arrow moves the cursor a 

whole character in given 
direction 

space invert bit under cursor 
G asks ‘CH.RQD?’ Enter ASCII 

code of character required 
and it will be shown in 
current character space (NB: 
ASCII codes 32 to 127 only) 

R asks ‘FIRST CHAR?’ Enter 
ASCII code of first character 
to go in grid (32 to 119). Will 
fill grid with nine characters 
from the start code 

DEL clear whole character 
S sets all bits in character 
1 invert all bits in character 
M_ memorise character 
N recall memory 
«swap memory and character 
Return swap between alternate 

and standard character set 
E exit 

A,B,LJ_ loop variables 
ST% 127 = Bit ON0 = Bit OFF 
K,KS_ keyboard input 
CH,CHS character number 

input by user 
X,Y x and y pointers to screen 

(various uses) 
E error flag 0 = OK, 1 + error 
AS(0) to AS(63) string to hold 

bit patterns 
CN(X,Y) character number in 

grid position x,y (grid X = 1 
to3,y =1t03 

S character set (0 = standard, 
1 = alternate) 

XM,YM_ x and y of current 
Position in grid (X = 1 t0 3, 
Y = 1103) 

‘AD memory address of charac- 
ter 

XC,YC x and y position within 
a character 

XP,YP_ pointers to actual screen 

How it works 
10-204 initialisation 
249-290 set up screen 
290. default to standard charac- 

ter set (5 = 0) 
300 top character 
31 read command from 

Keyboard execute appropriate 
subroutine 

400. draw cursor 
500 draw character grid 
600 copy character to screen 
700 show character codes 
800 invert a bit 
900 mask a bit into character 

icter required 
character 

1150 fill in a character 
1200 invert character 
1300 memorise current character 
1350 recall memory 
1400 swap memory and charac- 

ter 
1500 character skip 
1600 read string of consecutive 

characters 
1900 delete any messages 
2000 instructions. 

FEO EI IOI OI IOI 

CHRRACTER SET MODIFICATION 

WRITTEN BY R. POWELL 1983 

VERSION 1.2 

HEROIC ESI COI I IIR IER IOI OI IH II OE 
eee REESE 



159 
168 
avs 
179 
188 
181 

182 
200 
282 
203 
204 

INK7: PRPERS 
CLS: PRINT“SETTING ARRAYS. ... PLEASE WAIT” 
DIMAS<63> 
FOR J=5 TO @ STEP-1:K=2TJ 
FOR I=8 TO 63 
IF CI AND K)=>4 THEN ASCID=ASCID+CHREC(127) ELSE ASCID=RECID+"C" 

NEXT: NEXT 
FOR 1=46688+¢(91*3> TO 46687+(93"3) 
POKEI, 32: NEXT 
FOR I=8 TO 6: POKEC46880+(92"8)+1>, G: NEXT 
POKE46815, 63: POKE46823, 63 
cLs 
FOR Y=17 TO 1 STEP-8 
PLOT@, ¥~-4, “\"* 
FORX=1TO13STEPE 
GOSUBS8a 
NEXT: NEXT 
FORI=1T014: PRINTCHRE(1); : NEXT 
FORL=1T022: PRINTCHRS(9); : NEXT 

GosuB7aa 
5=0: PLOT1, 26, “STANDARD CHAR. SET” 
XM=1: YM=1: XC=8: YC=8 
GOSUB4a0 
KS=KEYS: IFKS=""THENT11 
K=ASCCKS) 
PLOT22, 14, “ ig 
IFK =127THENGOSUB1190 

S"THENGOSUB1150 
THENGOSUB1200 
THENSGOSUB1LI30 
THENGOSUBGS89 

LFKS="E"THENCLS: PRINT“ TERMINATED": END 
PLOTX, ¥, 5T% 
IFKS="N" THENGOSUB1350 
IFKS=", “THENGOSUB1402 
LFK>7ANOKC12THEN ON K-7 GOSUB4SO, 460.470, 480 
IFKS="G" THENGOSUB1O08 
IFKS THENSOSUBLS308 
IFKS THENSOSUB1663 
IFK = 13THEN GOTO1798 
goTOs1a 
REM**ORAW CURSOR 
KEKMHB-S+KO: YSUMB-7 490 
Ss CRN K, VD 
IFSTH>L26THENPLOTHX, ¥, 271ELSEPLOTH, ¥. 43 
RETURN 
REM 
IFXM=LANDXC =8THENRE TURN 
LE XC>BTHENKE =XC-1ELSEXM=KM-1: XC=5 
RETURN 
REM 
LFXM=ZANDKC=STHENRETURN 
TEXCCSTHENKC =XC+1ELSEXM=XM41: XC=8 
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465 RETURN 
473 REM 
471 LFYM=3ANDYC=7 THENRETURN 
472 LFYCC7THENYC=VC+1ELSEYM=¥N+1: YC=B 
475 RETURN 
488 REN 
481 IFYM=1ANDYC=BTHENRETURN 
482 LFYCOBTHENYC=YC-1ELSEYM=YN-1: YO=7 
485 RETURN 
493 END 
582 REM ** ORAW CHARACTER GRID ** 
518 REM AT * 4 
S28 PLOT x, Y-1, "CSNSS\N]* 

538 FORI=@TO?7: PLOTX, +I, “COCCCCI": NEXT 
535 RETURN 

685 REM * CUPY CHARACTER TO GRID ** 
685 REM CHAR=CH POSITION = xm. YM 
618 AD=46080+(5"1824)+ (CH*3)> 
615 XPEXM*6-S: YP=vNs-7 
620 FORI=ADTORD+7 
638 PLOTXP, YP, ASC PEEKCI ANDES) 
660 YPSYP+1 
678 NEXT 
683 RETURN 
788 REM ** DISPLAY CURRENT WORKING SQUARES ** 
718 PLOT22,1, “CHARACTER CODES” 
ae ReOlaenen | —t—=—t=-==t———4—% 
738 FORJ=1T03: FORI=1T03 
735 LFCNCI, J)CABBTHENCS=""+STRECCONCI, J) ELSECS=""+RIGHTSCSTRECCNC 
1,J)),3) 
T4O PLUTLOTE STI LET s, CF 

745 PLOT21, 9+J, 345: IFONCI, J>>31THENPLOT22¢1, 9+J,CNCI, JD 
758 NEXT: PLOTZS, 1+2*J, “" 
76O PLOT22, 245 +2, "t—--4+---4——— 4" 

778 NEXT 
734 RETURN 
880 REM INVERT WHATS THERE*?* 
818 [FSTK=127THENSTX=S91ELSEST4=127 
828 GOSUBI8B 
838 RETURN 
900 REM MASK IN STAY 
918 AD=46080+(S"1024 > + ONCXM, YM) *S D> +¥C 
320 [FST#=127THENSSO 
936 If=NOTC2TCS-xC)> 
935 POKEAD, CPEEKCAD ANDI“? 
940 RETURN 
958 [%22T¢5S-xC> 
968 POKEAD, CPEEKCRODORI“> 
378 RETURN 
10920 REM** READ CHARACTER CONMAND ** 
1012 PRINT“CH. ROO"; : INPUTCHS: CH=¥ALCCHS> 
1412 G05uB1380 
1014 LFCHC32Z0RCH>127THENIO918 
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1015 
1016 
1817 
1913 
1928 
1025 
1838 
1848 
1109 
1119 
1126 
2138 
1158 
1168 
1178 
1138 
1238 
1218 
1215 
1220 
1238 
1300 
1318 
1328 
1338 
1350 
1368 
1378 
1375 
1380 
1408 
1418 
1415 
1428 
1438 
1458 
1452 
1455 
1456 
1468 
1508 
1585 
1518 
1525 
1528 
1545 
1559 
1555 
1568 
1565 
1573 
1575 
1538 
1585 

E=3 
FORL=1T03: FORJ=1T03: LFCNCI, J>=CH THENE=21 

NEXT: NEXT 
IFE=1THENPLOT22, 14, “CHAR IN USE": RETURN 

GoSsuUBE6aa 
CNCXM, YM) =CH 
oosuB7aa 
RETURN 
REM**BLANK CHARRCTER** 

AD =46888+C1024"S +ONCKM, YM DHS 

FORI=08T07: PLOTXM*6-S, YN*S-1, “COCCCO™: POKEAD+I, O: NEXT 

ST#=92: RETURN 
REM**FILL CHARACTER** 
AD=46B80+(1824"5)+0ONCXM, YM *S 

FORI=8T07: POKEAD+I, 63: NEXT: CH=CNCKM, YM): GOSUESOR 

ST%=127: RETURN 
Al 6O3B+C1B24"5) +ONC XM, YRS 

FORI=QT07: POKERD+I, CNOT PEEKCAD+I > AND 63: NEXT 
CHECNCKM, YM 
GUSUB6AD: IFSTX=127 THENST%=S91ELSEST%=127 

RETURN 
REM*KMEMOR YT 
AD =46098+(1024"S > +CONCKM, VME? 
FORI=8T07: POKE1B24+1, PEEKCAD+I >: NEXT 

GoTO14Sa8 
REMMEMORY RECAL** 
AD=46286+(1924"S)+CCNCXM, YM) *3) 
FORI=8T07: POKEAD+1, PEEK(1G24+1 >: NEXT 
HECNCKM, YM) 
GOSUBSSB: G9T01459 
REM**SWAP MEM & CHAR*Y 
AD=460304+(1024"5 + CNC KM, YM *S > 

FORI=@T07: K=PEEKCRO+I >: POKEAD+I, PEEK (192441): POKELS24+1, K: REXT 

CHECNCKM, YM 
gnSsusss 
AO=1824 
PLOT29, 26, "MEMORY" 
PLOT2Z9, 16. "S\SASS" 
FOR[=8T07: PLOT3S, 17+1, 2 NEXT 
MP=23: YP=17: GOTO623 
REN** BLOCK SKIP 
PLOT23, 14, “GIVE DIRECTION” 
GETKS 

PLUOTZ3, 14, ~ = 
KSASCCKS): ONK-7G0T0155B, 1568, 1578, 1539 

RETURN 
LF XM>1 THENKM=XM=21 

RETURN 
LFXMCSTHENXM=EXKM +L 

RETURN 

LEYMCSTHENYM=EYM+L 

RETURN 
TFYMSLTHENYM=¥M-2 

RETURN 
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REM**CONSECUTIVE STANDARO CHARS** 
REM 

INP# “FIRST CHAR" 
GOSUB1903 
TFCH< 320RCH>119THENI615 
FORB=1TO3 a \ 

TOd: CNOA, 8) =H 
:GOSub6aa 

CHECH+L: NEXT: NEXT 
1678 GUSUB7BG: RETURN 
1788 REM ** SWITCH CHARACTER SETS ** 

iS: 
G05uB2808 

1734 IF THEN 239 
1748 PLOT, 26, "ALTERNATE CHR. SET” 
1756 GOTO 3246 

FORB=1TOS 
TOI: CHCNCA, B> 

YM=6: GOSUBERS 
1838 NEXT: NEXT 
2848 GOSUB 7a0 
1858 RETURN 
1906 FORT =1TO22: PRINTCHRS( 9); : NEXT: PRINTCHRE(22) 
1314 PRINT” FORI=1T016; PRINTCHRS( 
1938 RETURN 
2004 PRINT" THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS YOU TO MODIFY” 
2885 PRINT 
2018 PRINT"THE CHARACTER SETS IN THE COMPUTER” 
2015 PRINT 
2426 PRINT"8Y GIVING YOU AN ENLARGED WORK PRD” 
2425 PRINT 
2436 PRINT"AREA WHICH WILL DISPLAY UP TO NINE” 
2835 PRINT 
2043 PRINT"CHRRACTERS BY USING VARIOUS KEYS " 
2845 PRINT 
2450 PRINT" THE CHRRACTERS MAY BE CHANGED TO” 
2055 PRINT 
2468 PRINT"PRODUCE USER DEFINED GRAPHICS FOR” 
2865 PRINT 
2878 PRINT"GANES ETC. “: PRINT 
2688 GOSUB 30208 
2188 CLS 
2228 PRINT” THE KEYS ARE: -": PRINT 
2128 PRINT"ARROWS - MOVE THE CURSOR" 

CHE: CHEVRLCCHS > 

NEXT 

2225 PRINT 
2238 PRINT"SPACE - INVERTS THE GIT UNDER CURSOR”: PRINT 
2148 PRINT"OEL - CLEARS ALL CHARACTER GIT 
2158 PRINT"S - SETS ALL CHARACTER BITS" 
2168 PRINT"I - INVERTS ALL CHARACTER SITS" 
2165 PRINT 
2178 PRINT“G - GET SINGLE CHARACTER” 
2188 PRINT"R - READ 3 CHARS. TO GRID” 
2185 PRINT 
2298 PRINT’ - MEMORIZE CHARACTER” 
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3818 GET AF: RETURN 

2208 PRINT"N - RECALL MEMORY” 

2219 PRINT"; - SWAP MEMORY AND TAIS CHAR* 

2215 PRINT . 

2228 PRINT“C ARROW- SKIP CHAR IN GIVEN DIRECTION" 

2225 PRINT 
2230 PRINT"RETURN - SWITCH TO OTHER CHAR SET” 

2235 PRINT 
2248 PRINT“E - END RUN" 
3888 PRINT: PRINT"*PRESS ANY KEY" 

ARCADE 
HARDWARE 
211 Norton Rosa. Fatowheld Manchester M4 706 Tet 061225 2248 

INFOCOM ADVENTURES FOR 
THE TIS9/4A 

compute: 
part in 
9 Expensi 

System requir 
as follows ¢ 

nts for all INFOCOM games are 

Disc Controller, at least one disc drive and 
32k R.A.M. One of the following modules will 
alap be required : Extended Basic 
Mini-Memory or Editor Assembler 

ZORK & 
ZORK Ir 
ZORK xIzrr 
WITNESS 
DEADLINE 
INFIDEL 
SORCERER 
CUT THROATS 
HITCH HIKERS GUIDE #39.95 

software is always a 
Be. cea, apse ats 11g/or pesscctapeanartse/an 

‘The setting for this fascinating adventure game for the Commodore 64 is a 
desert island, on which you are stranded. Try to find your way off the island, 
avoiding monsters and other hostile inhabitants and collecting treasures. 
‘hore is an option to save the current game status on tape. The gare Wil, 

Write in for a descriptive catalogue (with details of cassettes) 

as= 
DUCKWORTH 

‘The Old Piano Factory, 43 Gloucester Crescent, London NW1 7DY 
Tel: 01-485 3484 
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SPECTRUM GAME 

Locate all the wild beasts and get them 
back in their cages 

David 

Last night all the animals broke 
out of their cages and wreaked 
havoc in the 200. Then they all 
climbed back, but into all the 
wrong cages. 

This morning the keepers 
have come in to work and 
found the mess. The zoo will be 
‘opgn soon and they have to get 
thé animals back into their own 
cages. 

The two keepers each have a 
truck into which they can lure 
up to three animals in order to 
drive them back to their own 
cages. The head keeper has 
promised a bonus to the keeper 
who gets the most cages filled, 
and so the two players must use 
their skill to fill them up and 

i 

in this zoo game by 
Carter 

prevent their opponent from 
filling any. 

So, start moving those 
animals. . . and happy hunting! 

Please note: All the Spectrum 
listings in HCW are printed to a 

i 

beg g 

special format. All user defined 
characters are printed as capital 
letters but with an underline. In 
order to type them into your 
computer you need to place the 
machine in GRAPHIC mode 
and then press the capital letter 
indicated. If you follow these 

structions to the letter the 
graphic characters will be 
shown on screen when you run 
the program. 

‘ 

1@ GO SUB 1902: REM title 
20 GO SUB 1200: REM define arrays 
3@ GO SUB 15@@: REM input players names 
40 GO SUB 2000: REM draw zoo 
5@ GO SUB 9002: REM set random 
60 LET x=19 

animals 
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70 

190 
110 
120 
124 
130 
140 
150 
160 
165 
170 
180 
183 
185 
190 
195 
200 

1000 
t of 
the animals back into their" 

LET 1=9: LET r=9: FOR i=1 TO 3: LET t(i)=i: NEXT is GO SUB 930@: GO SUB 942 

LET goes=start 
IF goes=1 THEN PRINT AT 1,0; INK goessn$(1,1 TO p(1))5""s go", 
IF goes=2 THEN PRINT AT 1,0; INK goes;,5" "sn$(2,1 TO p(2))3""s go” 
IF goes<>1 AND goes<>2 THEN STOP 
GO SUB 3000: REM move and load 
GO SUB 4027: REM move and unload 
IF b#="q" THEN GO TO 178 
IF $(1)+8(2)<>7 THEN LET goes=3-goes: GO TO 110 
PAUSE SO 
GO SUB 6000: LET start=3-start: REM print win 
INPUT “Do you want another game? ";q# 
IF q#="" THEN GO TO 18 
IF q$(1)<>"n" THEN CLS : GO TO 4@ 
INPUT "New players? ";q$ 
IF q#(1)<>"n" THEN CLS : GO TO 3@ 
STOP 
CLS : PRINT AT @,10;"ZOO BREAK OUT"’ ‘Last night all the animals brok 
the zoo."’'"The two keepers have been"’"promised a bonus. if they can 

“own cages, with promotion for"’"the one who can ge 
t the most "‘"cages full." 
101@ GO SUB 95Q0: GO SUB 9200: REM define UDG 
102@ PRINT ‘’"Each has a lorry into which they"’"can lure up to 3 animals in"’"o 
rder to move them into their"’"own cages." 
1030 FOR i=2 TO G: PRINT AT 19,4+2"isa$(ids NEXT i 
105@ INPUT “Do you want instructions? ";q¢ 
1@68 IF q$="y" THEN GO SUB 7200 
1078 RETURN 
1200 DIM t(3): FOR i=1 TO 3: LET t(id=1s NEXT i 
1210 DIM s(2) 
1220 RETURN 
150@ CLS 
151@ PRINT AT @,10;"ZO0 BREAK OUT" 
1520 DIM n#(2,8) 
153@ INPUT “Name of player 1? "sn#(1) 
154@ INPUT "Name of player 2? "3n#(2) 
155@ LET unload=0 
1560 LET start=1+INT (2*RND 
1565 DIM p(2) 
157@ FOR i=1 TO 2 
1580 LET p(i)=8 
1590 IF n#(i,p(i))=" “ THEN IF p(i)>1 THEN LET p(i=p(i)-1s GO TO 1590 
1600 NEXT i 
1610 RETURN 
2000 PRINT AT @,10;"Z00 BREAK-OUT" 
2010 FOR i=@ TO 1: PLOT 83+88*i,148: DRAW @,-144: NEXT i 
2020 FOR i=® TO 9: PLOT 83,148-16*i: DRAW 88,0: NEXT i 
2040 LET 2$="SCORE" 
2050 FOR i=@ TO 1: FOR j=1 TOS 
2060 PRINT AT 6+j,31¥isz$(i) 
2070 NEXT j: NEXT i 
2080 RETURN 
3008 REM move & load 
3010 IF INKEY$<>"" THEN GO TO 3010 
3020 IF INKEY$="" THEN GO TO 3020 
3025 LET b#=INKEYS 
3Q30 IF goes=1 AND b$="8" AND t(1)<>1 THEN RETURN 
3040 IF goes=2 AND b$="5" AND t(1)<>1 THEN RETURN 
3050 IF b$="6" OR b$="7" THEN GO SUB 4500 
3060 IF goes=2 THEN GO TO 3500 
3070 LET x=2*1+1 
3100 
3105 
3110 

IF b$<>"5" THEN GO TO 3210 
LET rr=1: GO SUB 6200 
LET csum=0 
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3120 FOR i=i TO S: LET csum=csumtc(1,i): NEXT i 
3130 IF csum=5 THEN GO TO 3Q1@: REM row empty 
3140 IF t(3)<>1 THEN RETURN : REM lorry full 
31SQ LET isi: LET j=1 
3160 IF c(l,id=1 THEN LET i=i+i: GO TO 3160 
3170 IF t(j)<>1 THEN LET j=j+1: GO TO 3170 
3A75 IF c(1,1)=c(1,2) AND c(1,1)=c(1,3) THEN GO TO 8400: 
3180 LET t(j)sc(1yi? 
3190 PRINT AT x+1,9+2#i 5 a$(1) 
3200 PRINT AT x+1,2+2"J5; as (t (5)) 
3210 LET c(l,id=1 
3220 IF j=3 THEN RETURN : REM lorry full 
3238 GO TO 3010 
3500 REM load right lorry 
3510 IF b$<>"8" THEN GO TO 3010 
3515 LET x=2er+1 
3517 LET ll=r: GO SUB 8200 
3520 LET csum=0 
3530 FOR i=1 TO 5S: LET csum=csumtc(r,i): NEXT i 
3540 IF csum=5 THEN GO TO 3@1Q: REM row empty 
355@ IF t(3)<>1 THEN RETURN : REM lorry full 
3560 LET i=1 
3570 IF c(r,6-i)=1 THEN LET i=i+i: GO TO 3570 
3580 LET j=1 
3590 IF t(j)<>1 THEN LET j=i+1: GO TO 3599 
3595 IF c(r,5)=c(r,4) AND c(r,5)=c(r,3) THEN GO TO 8600 
3600 LET t(j)=c(r,6-i) 
361@ PRINT AT x+1,21-2#i; as(1) 
3620 PRINT AT x+1, 28-265; a$(t(5)) 
3630 LET c(r,6-i)=1 
3640 IF j=3 THEN RETURN : REM lorry full 
3652 GO TO 3010 
4200 REM move and unload 
4@10 IF INKEY$<>"" THEN GO TO 4010 
4020 IF INKEY$="" THEN GO TO 4020 
4025 LET b#=INKEYS 
4027 IF b#="q" THEN RETURN 
430 IF goes=1 AND b$="5" THEN GO TO 4010 
4040 IF goes=2 AND b$="8" THEN GO TO 4010 
405@ IF b#="6" OR b$="7" THEN GO SUB 4500 
4060 IF THEN GO TO 4200 
4070 IF THEN GO TO 4010 
4080 LET 11 GO SUB 8200 
4090 IF t(1)=t(2) AND t(1)=t(3) THEN GO TO BBQO 
4100 LET j=3: LET i=5 
4105 IF t(1)=1 THEN RETURN 
4110 IF t(j)=1 THEN LET j=j-i: GO TO 4110 
4115 IF c(1,1)<>1 THEN GO TO 4010 
4120 IF c(1,i)<>1 THEN LET i=i-1: GO TO 4120 
4130 LET c(1,idst(j)s LET t(if=1 
4140 PRINT AT x+1,2+2ej;a$(1) 
415@ PRINT AT x+1,9+2eisa#(c(1,i) 
4155 GO SUB 5000 
4160 IF t(1)<>1 THEN GO TO 4010 
4170 RETURN 
4200 IF b$<>"5" THEN GO TO 4010 
4210 LET rr=r: GO SUB 8200 
4220 IF t(1)=t(2) AND t(1)=t(3) THEN GO TO 8900 
4230 LET j=3: LET i=1 
4235 IF t(1)=1 THEN RETURN 
4240 IF t(j)=1 THEN LET j=j-1: GO TO 4240 
4245 IF c(r,5)<>1 THEN GO TO 4010 
4250 IF c(r,i)<>t THEN LET i=i+i: GO TO 4250 
4260 LET c(r,id=t(j)2 LET t(j)=1 
427@ PRINT AT x+1,28-2*jsa$(1) 
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4280 PRINT AT x+1,9+2*i sas (cir,i)) 
4285 GO SUB 5000 
4290 IF t(1)<>1 THEN GO TO 4010 
4300 RETURN 
4500 IF goes=1 THEN GO TO 4540 
4520 IF b$="7" THEN IF r>1 THEN GO SUB 9400: LET r=r-i: GO SUB 7400 
4530 IF b$="6" THEN IF r<9 THEN GO SUB 940@: LET r=r+i: ‘GO SUB 9400 
4535 RETURN 
4540 IF b#="7 
4590 IF b#="6 
4560 RETURN 
S0@@ LET i=1: LET g=((goes=1)#1)+((goes=2) #r) 
S@1@ IF c(g,1)=1 THEN RETURN 
5020 IF c(gyi+i)=c(g,1) THEN LET i=i+is IF i<S THEN GO TO 5020 
SQQ IF i<>5 THEN RETURN 
5040 FOR i=1 TO 10 
5050 PLOT 83+8"i,172-84x: DRAW INK goes;Q, 
S@S5 BEEP .1,i 
5Q60 NEXT i 
507 LET s(goes)=s (goes) +1 
5Q80 PRINT AT 21-s(goes) ,31*(goes-1); PAPER goes; 
5999 RETURN 
620@ REM winner 
6018 CLS 
6020 IF s(2)>s(1) THEN GO TO 6050 
6030 PRINT AT 5,2; INK 1sn$(1,1 TO p(1))s INK @;" is the winner by “ss(1)s"E"5s 
2) 
6049 RETURN 
6050 PRINT AT 5,2; INK 2;n$(2,1 TO p(2)); INK @;" is the winner by “3s(2)5"% 
1) 
6869 RETURN 
7000 CLS 
7010 PRINT AT @,53; "INSTRUCTIONS" 
7020 PRINT ‘“Each player is allowed to lur: 
ry each time it is his turn." 
7030 PRINT "The three can come from one or"’ "more cages."’’"The player may then 
unload the" ’"animals into one or more cages." 
7040 PRINT ‘"There are two restrictions:"'"1. Once three similar animals" 
joined each other, either"’"in a lorry or cage, they will"’"not allow themselve: 
to be" "separated."’"2. Once a player unloads any“’"animal he will not be allow 

ed to"*"load any more. 
7050 GO SUB 7958 
7060 PRINT ‘"The up/down (7/6) cursors move"'"the lorries from 
The left/right (5/8) cursors"’"move the animals into or out of" 
pending on who's"’"turn it is." 
7070 PRINT ‘"The object is to move the 
are colected together in"’"one cage. 
most cages filled.” 

7075 PRINT “"Press ""q"" to end the game when" "unloading." 
7@8Q PRINT AT 20,5; "When you are ready to start:" 
7092 GO SUB 7950 
7102 RETURN 
7950 IF INKEY$<>"" THEN GO TO 7950 
7955 PRINT AT 21,0;"Press ENTER to continue." 
7968 PAUSE @ 
7970 CLS 
7999 RETURN 
800 REM compress right 
8010 FOR i=5 TO 2 STEP -1 
8@2@ FOR j=i-1 TO 1 STEP -1 
8030 IF c(11,i)<>1 THEN GO TO 8100 
8040 IF c(11,j)=1 THEN GO TO 8290 
8050 LET c(11,i)=c(11,4) 
8060 LET c(11,j)=1 
8078 PRINT AT x+1,9+2"i3a$(c(11,i)) 

THEN IF 1>1 THEN GO SUB 93@@: LET 1=1-1: GO SUB 9300 
THEN IF 1<9 THEN GO SUB 9300: LET 1=1+1: GO SUB 9300 

16 

56 

“up to three animals into his"’"lor 

have 

ge to cag 
"the lorries, de 

animals so that the five of 
The winner is the one who can 

ch" "type 
“get the 
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880 PRINT AT x+1,9+2"j;at(1) 
8090 NEXT 5 
8100 NEXT i 
8110 RETURN 
8200 REM compress left 
8210 FOR To 4 
9228 FOR j=i+i TOS 
8230 IF c(rr,i)<>1 THEN GO TO 8300 
8240 IF c(rr,j)=1 THEN GO TO 8290 
8250 LET c(rr,id=cirr, i) 
826@ LET c(rr,j)=1 
8270 PRINT AT x+1,9+2*isa$(c(rr yi? 
8280 PRINT AT x+1,9+2"j;a$(1) 
8290 NEXT 5 
8300 NEXT i 
8310 RETURN 
8400 IF t(1)+t(2)+t(3)<>3 OR c(1,1)=c(1,4) THEN GO TO 3010 
8450 FOR i=1 TO 3 
8460 LET t(id=c(1,i) 
8470 PRINT AT x+1,9+26i;as(1) 
8480 PRINT AT x+1,2+2ei; at(t(i)) 
8490 LET c(l,id=t 
85@@ NEXT i 
851@ RETURN 
8600 IF t(1)+t(2)+t(3)<>3 OR clr,5)=c(r,2) THEN GO TO 3010 
8650 FOR i=1 TO 3 
8660 LET t(id=c(r,6-i? 
8670 PRINT AT x+1,21-2¥isa$(1) 
8680 PRINT AT x+1,28-2ei ja$(t(i)) 
8690 LET c(r,6-i)=t 
8700 NEXT i 
8710 RETURN 
8800 IF t(1)=1 THEN RETURN 
8805 IF c(1,1)+c(1,2)+c(1,3)<>3 THEN GO TO 4010 
8810 FOR i=i TO 3: LET c(1,id=t(i) 
8820 PRINT AT x+1,9+2#isa$(t(i)) 
8830 PRINT AT x+1,2+2#i ja¢(1) 
9940 LET t(id=1 
8850 NEXT i 
8855 GO SUB S000 
8860 GO TO 4120 
8900 IF t(1)=1 THEN RETURN 
8905 IF clr, S)+c(r,4)+c(r,3)<>3 THEN GO TO 4010 
99710 FOR t=1 TO 3: LET c(r,6-i)=t(id 
8920 PRINT AT x+1,21-2misas(t (id) 
893Q PRINT AT x+1,28-2ei;a$(1) 
8940 LET t(id=1 
8950 NEXT i 
8955 GO SUB 5000 
8969 GO TO 4230 
90@@ DIM (9,5): FOR i=1 TO 9: FOR j=1 TO S: LET c(i,j= 
9010 FOR i=2 TO 8 
9020 FOR j=1 10 5 
9030 LET d=1+INT (9*RND) 
9040 LET e=1+INT (S#RND) 
9050 IF c(d,e)<>1 THEN GO TO 9030 
9060 IF e>1 THEN IF c(d,e-1)=i THEN GO TO 9030 
9070 IF e<S THEN IF c(d,e+1)=i THEN GO TO 9030 
9080 LET cid,e)=i 
9090 PRINT AT 2#d+2,9+2*e; at (i) 
9100 NEXT 5 
9110 NEXT i 
9120 RETURN 
9200 DIM a$(8,8) 
9210 LET a$(8)="CD" 

3 NEXT jz NEXT i 
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9220 LET a$(2) 
9230 LET a$(3)=' 
9240 LET a$(4) 
9250 LET a$(5) 
9260 LET a$(4) 
927 LET a$(7) 
97280 LET a¥(1) 
9285 DIM t(3) 
9290 RETURN 
97300 LET 
3CHR 
$ 8;"TTRRRRR" 
9310 PRINT OVER 1;AT x+1,4;a#(t(1));a#(t(2));a$(t(3)) 
9320 RETURN 
9408 LET x=2*r+1: PRINT OVER 1;AT x,2: 
Tx 
+2,22; "RORRRRG! 
9410 PRINT OVER 1;AT x+1,22;a$(t(3))sa#(t (2));ae(t(1)) 
9420 RETURN 
9500 RESTORE : FOR n=1 TO 2 
9510 FOR f= TO 7 
952® READ a: POKE USR f#+f,a 
9530 NEXT f 
9540 NEXT n 
9550 DATA "a" ,0,32,64,95,63,31,28,38 
956@ DATA "b", 28,62, 125,255,254, 252,12,18 
957@ DATA 1@,15,127,95,31,54,54,54 
9580 DATA »56,252,246,255,249,49,50,48 
9590 DATA “e",Q,52,111,31,7,2,2,5 
9600 DATA "#",24,31,160,192,0,0,0,0 

TO 3: LET t(id=1: NEXT i 

ORRRRG 2e1+1: PRINT OVER 1;AT x+2,2 "SAT x+1,25"ZR"SAT x 535 

RRRRRSO";CHRE 8; " SAT x+1,28;"RS"5A 

READ + 

9610 DATA “g",0,8,8,0,0,7,127,2 
9620 DATA 18,0,3,4, 40,245, 255,32 
9630 DATA "i",0,0,0,1,1,3,6,60 
9764@ DATA "j",128,192,128,224,240,224,128,224 
9650 DATA 1@,8,@,15,31,63,24,20 
9668 DATA "1",112,8,28,254,248,248,20,18 
9670 DATA "m",Q, 18,12 
9689 DATA "n",4,39,116, 48,252,8,4 
9690 DATA “o",15,63,127,127,127,127,48,48 
9700 DATA “p",192,240,248,252,250,254, 103,98 
9718 DATA "q",255,60,66,90,90,66,60,0 
9720 DATA “r",255,0,0,0,0,2,0,0 
973@ DATA “s",255,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 
9740 DATA "t", 255,128, 128,128,128, 128,128,128 
9750 RETURN 
9999 FOR i=1 TO 8: PRINT a#(i,i TO 8 PRINT "x NEXT i 
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GET YOURS 
EVERY WEEK! 

Fed up of fighting your way through the crowd? 
Sick and tired of finding your local shop has 

sold out? 
Fancy having a free binder for your HCW? 
Why not have a subscription and get your 

favourite magazine delivered to your door each 
and every week. 

For a limited period only all UK subscriptions, 
either new or renewals, will be autoniatically 
include a free binder. Each binder holds up to 
26 copies of HCW safe and secure. No more 
dog-eared copies lying on the floor or being 
torn by the cat. 
A years's subscription costs just 

i £35 to UK destinations 
£41 Overseas (Accelerated Surfact Post) 

£51 USA (Accerated Surface Post) 
£114 Airmail 

Extra binders are also available at £5 each 
(inc P&P). Allow 21 days for delivery. 

Compurinc 

is iA 
HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER 

Address 

Town 

County 

Post Code 

Commence with issue number 

Remittance value 

Access/Barclaycard 

Signature 

Subscription type 

Binders (£5 each) 

Send completed form to: 
Infonet, 10-13 Times House, 

179 Marlowes, Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts HP] 1BB 



TI-99/4A GAME 

You're in charge of 
a forklift truck with 
failing batteries, 
in this game by Rod 
Lane in TI BASIC 

KEEP ON TRUCKIN 

In this game you play the part 
of a forklift truck operator 
putting in some overtime at the 
warehouse. Unfortunately the 
only truck around is old and the 
battery in it doesn’t last long! 
So to keep going you will 
probably need to recharge a 
number of times. 

However the recharge points 
(shown as new batteries) keep 
appearing and disappearing. 
You should therefore only go 
for one if it appears near to 
you! To use these recharge 
points you must BACK your 
truck over them. If you are 
successful you will gain between 
one and four units of power 
(shown on the power level meter 
at the bottom of the screen). 

The normal four cursor keys 
control the movement of the 
truck. You job then, assuming 
your power lasts, is to pick up 
all the coloured crates by sliding 
the forks of your trucks into the 
pallet from the FRONT and to 
load them into the correspond- 
ing containers at the right of the 
screen. 
When you have loaded the 

last crate and backed your truck 
out of the container the game 
ends and offers you a new game 
at the same or a different skill 
level. This skill level determines 
the number of crates to be 
loaded. Levels one and two are 
best only for practice. Speed is 
not essential as you use no 
power when standing still, so 

plan your routes to conserve as 
much power as possible. 

I have written the program 
with REM statements purely as 
dividing lines to help in 
understanding the program and 
as these REM statements are on 
line numbers ending in five, if 
you use the NUM command 
when typing the program in, 
you can ignore all the REMs. 
Good luck! 

How it works 
150-320 defines characters 
330-700 sets up screen 
710-730. scans keyboard, counts 

number of movements 
740-810 checks for recharge 

point: if none, places one, 
20% of the time 

820-860 decides on direction of 
‘movement required 

870-950 moves truck down 
960-1040 moves truck up 
1050-1120 moves truck back 

1210-1310 moves truck forward 
1320-1380 checks for and picks 

up crate if present in front of 
truck 

1390-1510 main subroutine com- 
mon to all four moves, 
decreases the power 

1520-1650 loads crates on to 
containers, keeps tally 

1660-1720 win routine 
1730-1780 lose routine 
1790-1850 offers replay 
1860-1880. skill level subroutine 

Variable: 
R,C_ row, column position of 

truck 
RX,CX row, column position of 

Techarge point 
PR,PC row, column position for 

placing crates 
,Z_all used in FOR- 

if recharge point present 
GF used in GCHAR calls 

BATT increments every move 
BC position of power level on 

meter 
X ASCII code of character on 

front of truck (fork or crate) 
1130. checks if truck backs over | |] TOT total number of crates 

recharge point and acts loaded 
accordingly SK_ skill level 

100 CALL CLEAR 
110 GOSUB 1860 
120 CALL CLEAR : 

130-R 
140 CH=1 
145 REM #2eeeeeeeeeeE4eEeeH% 

1 FOR G=40 TO 64 STEP 3 
3 CALL CHARS 878484875F 
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170 
130 
E2B"> 

NEXT @ 
CALL CHARC140,"1C14141E7E7E? 

190 CALL CHARC141, "0000000000000 
OFO"> 
200 CALL CHARC9S, “Ooooo0o0000000 
(ia pda) 
210 CALL CHARC96,"FF") 
220 CALL CHARC105,"0101010101010 
101") 
230 CALL CHAR(106, "8080803080308 
O80") 
240 CALL CHAR(34, "6666FF99FFFF99 
‘ale 
250 V=41 
260 FOR V=41 TO 65 STEP 3 
270 
a 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
325 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 

390 
400 PRINT " 

aM 

410 
420 
sas 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
480 
490 
500 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
S70 

CALL CHAR¢Y. "FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 

NEXT 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
REM 
PRINT 
RANDOMIZE 
BC=1 
BATT=1 
ToOT=0 
PRINT " it 

v 
COLOR(2,16,1> 
COLOR(3,7,1> 
COLOR<4, 15,1) 
COLOR(S,2,1> 
FEELERS ELALHS SELES SE 

FOR P=1 

NEXT P 
PRINT " Asay 
" 

PRINT " 
W=5, 
N=27 
FOR D=i TO 2 
FOR To 2 
FOR Y=41 TO 65 STEP 8 
CALL HCHARCI,N>¥> 
WeW+5 
NEXT Vv 
W=6 
NEXT L 
W=5 
N=28 
NEXT D 
R=INT¢C18#RND)+4 

POWER LEYEL" 

580 
590 
600 
610 
620 
630 
640 
650 
660 
670 
680 
690 
700 
705 
710 
720 
730 
735 
740 
750 
760 
770 
7380 
730 
800 
810 
B15 
820 
830 
840 
850 
360 
865 
870 
3380 
890 

C=INTC20#RNDD +6 
X=141 
GOSUB 1390 
FOR T=1 TO SK 
FOR G=40 TO 64 STEP 8 
PR=INTC18#RND)+4 
PC=INTC18#RND3+8 
CALL GCHARCPR; PC PG> 
IF PG<>32 THEN 630 
CALL HCHAR(PR:; PG; a> 
NEXT Q 
NEXT T 
CALL HCHAR<24, 1,41,32) 
REM ##£#x£EEEHEEEHEEESEE 

CALL KEY¢3,K,$) 
IF S=0 THEN 710 
BATT=BATT+1 
REM ###e442e24444224442% 

IF FLAG=1 THEN 820 
IF RND<.8 THEN 820 
RX=INTC134*RND)+7 
CX=INTC13#RND)+8 
CALL GCHARCRX, CX, 6) 
IF G<>32 THEN 760 
CALL HCHARCRX, CX, 34> 
FLAG=1 
REM ##2424244e4e4244244% 
IF K=88 THEN 870 
IF 9 THEN 960 
IF 3 THEN 1050 
IF K=68 THEN 1210 
GOTO 710 
REM *#222442222444224444 
CALL GCHARCR+1,C,6) 
CALL GCHARCR+1,C+1,GN) 
IF (G=32)#(GN=32>THEN 900 EL 

SE 710 
300 
910 
920 
930 
940 
950 
955 
960 
970 
930 

CALL HCHARCR,C, 32:2) 
R=R+1 
IF R<23 THEN 940 
R=22 
GOSUB 1390 
GOTO 710 
REM 9 ###2442 4244224242245 
CALL GCHARCR-1;C,G) 
CALL GCHARCR-1,C+1,GN) 
IF €6=32)*(GN=32)THEN 990 EL 

SE 710 
990 CALL HCHARCR,C, 32,2) 
1000 R=R-1 
1010 IF R>3 THEN 1030 
1020 R=4 
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1030 GOSUB 1390 
1040 GOTO 710 
1045 REM ###24%4e2ee44422%44 
1050 CALL GCHARCR,C-1,6) 
1060 IF G=34 THEN 1080 
1070 IF G<>32 THEN 710 
1080 CALL HCHARCR,C;32,2) 
1090 C=C-1 
1100 IF C>S THEN 1120 
1110 C=6 
1120 GOSUB 1390 
1125 REM ###xeeeexeexeeeexee 
1130 IF G<>34 THEN 710 
1140 E=INTC4#RNDD+1 
1150 BC=BC-E 
1160 IF BC>O THEN 1180 
1170 BC=1 
1180 CALL HCHAR(24,BC,.41,32-BC) 
1190 CALL SOUND<400,-8,2> 
1200 GOTO 710 
1205 REM +###2ee4eeee44422%4% 
1210 CALL GCHARCR, C+2,6F> 
1220 (GF=106)+(GF=342THEN 710 
1230 : 
1240 IF (GF= =41)+(GF= 499+ (GF=57 + 
(GF=65)THEN 710 
1250 IF GF<>32 THEN 1320 
1260 CALL HCHARCR,C,32) 
1270 C=C+1 
1280 IF C<27 THEN 1300 
1290 C=26 
1300 GOSUB 1390 | 

1310 GOTO 710 
1315 REM ####4*eeee44eeR44H¢ 
1320 IF X%<>141 THEN 710 
1330 %=GF 
1340 CALL HCHARCR,C, 32) 
1350 C=C+1 
1360 GOSUB 1390 
1370 CALL SOUND<-100;110.4,-7,16 
> 
1360 GOTO 710 
1385 REM +###244+222e4%422244 
1390 CALL SOUND<-200.-7:;12) 
1400 CALL HCHAR¢R.C.140> 
1410 CALL HCHARCR,C+1,%>~ 
1420 IF BATT/10<>INTCBATT“10)THE 
N 1510 
1430 CALL SOUND¢250,550-¢13+BC), 
3) 
1440 CALL HCHAR‘24, BC, 49> 
1450 BC=BC+1 

IF BC=33 THEN 1730 
CALL GCHARCRX;CK>F> 
IF F<>34 THEN 1500 
CALL HCHAR<RX; CX; 32) 
FLAG=0 
RETURN 
REM #2224+22¢4442244452 

O CALL HCHARCR,C,32) 
C=C+1 
CALL HCHARCR,C, 140) 
X=141 
CALL KEYCO>K,S) 
IF S=0 THEN 1560 

O IF K=83 THEN 1600 
GOTO 1560 
C=C-1 
CALL HCHARCR; C+1;x? 
CALL HCHARCR,C, 140) 
TOT=TOT+1 
IF TO 4 THEN 1660 
GOTO 710 
REM FELLEEHSE LESSEE 
FOR O 24 
PRINT "FINISHED FINISHED FI 

GOTO 1790 
REM #22244+¢2444422 44422 
FOR 2=1 TO 24 
PRINT "NO POWER NO POWER NO 

HHELELALESHEL ESSERE 
INPUT "MORE??? CY“N] "SAS 
IF AS<>"N" THEN 1830 
CALL CLEAR 
END 
IF AS<>"Y" THEN 1790 
GOSUB 1860 
GOTO 330 : 
REM ###4+42e4444224452% © 
ato "SKILL LEVEL? CUP TO 

Te CSK< > 19 
€SK<>49THEN 181 

(SK< D294 (SK< PB) # 

1880 RETURN 
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Head Alignment Tape 
1s ITERCEPTOR 
GorTwane 

Azimuth Head Alignment T: 
SUITABLE FOR THE COMMODORE C2N CASSETTE DECK 

The majority of loading problems are associated 
with the tape head alignment. We have produced 
a head alignment cassette (RECORDED ON A 
SPECIAL AZIMUTH CASSETTE *) Which 
allows the user to carry out a simple adjustment 
whilst following a visual display on the screen, the 
pack retails at £8.99 and comes complete as 
listed. 

Alignment Tape. 
Special Screwdriver/Pointer 
Fully Illustrated Instruction Manual 
Free, Arcade Test Game 

AVAILABLE ON THE 

A FULL PROFESSIONAL 
ENGINEERS REPORT IS 

AVAILABLE, FREE OF CHARGE ON 
SENDING A S.A.E. TO 

INTERCEPTOR SOFTWARE. 
Mark S.A.E. Engineers Report 

A Data Cassette is given free with every order 
sent in from this advert. 

Available from all good Computer Software stores or t to 

= MERCURY HOUSE, CALLEVA PARK IND. EST., ALDERMASTON, BERKS, RG7 40W [se | 
TEL: (07356) 71145/3711/71500/71505 TELEX: 849101 INMICS G 



Greetings from 
Pakistan 
Asam Alykum 
Tam very pleased to have 

the opportunity to write to 
you. I have to say that HCW 

au ani is the best magazine and 
us! to have according to my observation 

HCW. is the most. popular 
magazine in Karachi 
Tam a boy of 16 years 

studying medicine in the 
National College. I think now 
that there is a page of 
jokes the magazine is more 
interesting 

1am delighted to send my 
ayon first. essay, Computers in 

‘a half mer anase Pakistan, to HCW 

Pakistan and computers 
‘Three features have marked 
the astonishing progress_ of 
science since the 
century, The first 

Flash change Luck of the draw probably fhe mont innocent 
I typed in the program Flash, I would just like to tell you | | Ai a i haa 
as published in HCW 101 but about a bit of luck | have had | aaa aa a 
ee ee ey eer) ee wonderful instruments. The 
ar to play”” nothing happen- rst my ad tk) the \ncreasiigl 

ed. broke, sol took it back (of i. aahea ag 
However I amended line W H Smiths, but the 

160 GET2$ to GETZS:IF guarantee had run out 
25.0" "THEN 160 {bo0!). The repair cost me ¢ i ae mera 

I deleted line . y Pakistan the percentage of Also line 400 GET AS_I After a fortnight’s wait it 9 tsi caine a 
changed to GET AS:IF AS< arrived back (hurray!) but on Se CHEN 400 = trying it out it sil didn’t 

The game is working work (boo! 100) 
perfectly now. Maybe other back, expecting another wait, | | | Aaa aaanaesne 
readers have had some but no. I was given a brand The government of 
trouble with it. new 48K Spectrum Plus \ hha. aa inane 

I like your magazine, but (hurray!). Then the next day | 9 Aan aa a 
would like to see more won a copy of Lode Runner (Avi aaa 
programs for the C16. I am from your great mag. Long foe ohana eaten 
new to this game, but find it live HCW and thanks to W HF} aaa aaa ea 
‘most interesting, Smiths. students of all ages are taught 

computer programming and 
GWT Churches RA Forrington, Birkenhead the use of electronic instru: 

effective use of mathematics. 
The computer is a machine 

which is one great success on 

the low percentage of literacy 
people aren't able to under 
stand the use of advanced 

ments, You would be surpris 
a f style and Sie ed to learn that there are only 

Free bon ur recent ol winch — Xk three computer clubs in 
you for Commo s are Froget Pakistan, The books and 

programs available are very 
costly 

Many industries are chang- 
ing their factories into 

computerised systems. I think 
that young people must be 

educated in modern and 
scientific ways. Without this 

FE aol education they will find the 
Gollon Sausoee, Every : modern world utterly incom- 

ean, Rea game reeves 3 100 tb rehensible 
conden WI! 1d badge- . 
fi be _ Try Alligate flim) Adnam Ahmed Qureshi, 

Karachi 
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Graphics Book for the 
Commodore 64 

As anyone who has ever seen 
some of the games available for 
the C64 will agree, the 
‘Commodore is capable of some 
excellent graphics. On the other 
hhand, anyone who has ever seen 
the C64 manual will agree that 

imodre has no intention of 
making these graphics facilities 
easily accessible to the likes of 
you or I. If ever there was a 

k to ce it 
must be Graphics Book for the 
Commodore 64 by Axel Plenge. 

The author claims that by the 
end of chapter three you will be 
familiar with every byte of the 
(C64’s memory map, and havi 
ee! the book I rete. 
of the programs printed in the 
book, whether machine code or 
BASIC, are very thoroughly 
annotated, and there must be at 
Jeast one REM for each line of 
program. This is always wel- 
come when you want to under- 
stand the logic behind a pro- 
gram and not just use it as a 
typing exercise. 

Despite some claims to the 
contrary, this is not a book for 
the beginner. The author does 
at one point suggest a book on 
machine code programming 
which may be of use to the less 
experienced reader. 

However, in the hands of a 
‘competent programmer it could 
revolutionize the graphic aspect 
of your programs. An offer 
which could be a good bet for 
the two-fingered typists among 
you is the chance to buy all of 
ihe listed programs, plus a few 
more, onafloppy disc. J.R. 

Publisher: First Publishing 

Author: Axel Plenge 

fost na) 
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33 Programs for the 
TI-99/4A 

I will begin by saying that I have 
my doubts about the value of 
books containing program 
listings. It has been my ex- 
perience that such listings tend 
to suffer, not only from typo- 
graphical errors, but also from 
keying errors on the part of the 
user. In this case though, the 
author has taken some pains to 
make the listings as legible as 
possible, for example by re- 
ducing visual confusion by not 
making frequent use of the 
multi-statement ability of 
Extended BASIC, in which 
language all the programs are 
written. 

programs are divided 
into chapters with headings 
such as Basics for Business, 
Money Management, Curve- 
Fitting Routines, and so on. 
‘There is a small chapter of four 
games, but the book is devoted 

ely to financial calculating 
and a considerable quantity of 
statistics, The level of pro- 
gramming is moderately good, 
being almost exclusively 
modular in structure, there- 
by based strongly on the use of 
subroutines, yet the author 
commits one of the cardinal sins 
by making REMs the desti- 
nations of GOSUBs. This fault 
is, to some degree, offset by the 
quantity of background 
‘information which is supplied 
with each chapter, and although 
the programs are by no means 
sophisticated — a sorting 
routine which looks very good 
is in fact nothing more than the 
novice’s workhorse, the Bubble 
Sort — they will provide 
models for the less experienced 
Programmer. 

This book scores highly with 
me primarily because it teaches 
the reader some mathematics as 
well as providing a number of 
elementary but useful utilities. 

B. 

Price: £10.95 

Publisher: Compute! 
distributed by Holt Saunders 

Address: 1 St Anne’s Road, 
Eastbourne, E. Sussex BN21 
3UN 

Amstrad Magic 
This book is aimed at 
youngsters with their first home 
computer, as the sub-title, Your 
First Programming Book, 
suggests. By and large it 
succeeds in making the work- 
ings of BASIC clear and simple. 
The language is about right, 
and the text is broken up by the 
use of colour and short para- 
graphs, Cartoons help to get the 
points across. 

The text concentrates on 
simple programming com- 
mands, and a second section 
introduces graphics, cul- 
minating in a simple arcade- 
style game called Wordzap. An 
appendix contains two longer 
games to type in, clearly laid 
out and explained —_ some 
magazines could take lessons 
from this! — There is a very 
useful glossary of commands, 
with explanations and 
examples. Each chapter ends 
with a ‘Points to Remember’ 
box and there are 15 exercises to 
tax young brains. The answers 
are provided at the back of the 

Items covered include cal- 
culations, how to de-bug 
Programs, strings, saving your 
own programs, ‘editing and 
renumbering, colours and the 
different. modes, FOR/NEXT 
loops, random selection, locate, 
plot and draw. All handled in a 
simple and attractive way. The 
book is well structured and 
written in a simple, friendly 
style, forming an easy teach- 
yourself introduction to using 
an Amstrad computer. 

If you are already familiar 
with BASIC and elementary 
programming then this book is 
not for you. If, however, the 
Amstrad is your first computer 
and you find the manual daunt- 
ing ‘then this could be the 
answer you have been looking 
for. 

Price: £5.95 

Publisher: W. Foulsham 

Address: Yeovil Rd, Slough, 
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‘The only fully automatic and professional utility 
Yor transferring Spectrum: programs from: 

COMPLETE MUSIC SYSTEM 
FOR THE ZX SPECTRUM 

‘Arey petal pce of gramming, ony out rola, 
screen Fret ror raping ad afl pap eg 
Earn ser rey ets yg tated wih mes’ ou 
“satin bas oe eae bate” £ “Risa cea ea cs MDH Sn 

Features A novelty maze acade game. Superd graphics an “Hera cir acs ema te? “Tt fT att 
‘alale sactaina ares ‘an extensive map, over 250 locations. ul of if yau are nareean muse ad a ese he "A valuable tity frm creatures anaeen a8 yet, New, funny, adictive, competing bores 

EW! Part om hay 'AWINNER: pcweey (il oh E ide “A Star H 

enclose a cheque/PO for £, (European orders pless® Please send me (tick as applicable) WRIGGLER £5.95 
MUSIC TYPEWRITER £9.95 D MT Supplement £4.95 0 

or debit my QTE Nol) TRANS-EXPRESS: part @) only £5.50 DO 
Card expiry, all parts ontape £9.95 D_ orcartridge £14.95 0 

+@) on tape £7.50 0 orRotronics wafer £12.95 0 
‘ ites of TRANS-EXPRESS or MUSIC TYPEWRITER £ 3.50 C)} 

TRANS-EXPRESS upgrades from tape to cartridge _ £6.95 O]| 
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CLASSIFIED 

01-437 0699 
EXT 322. 
Send your requirements to: 
David Horne 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 

s= 35p per word 

Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre 
_ Ring for information on series bookings discounts. 

computer system. 

ZX Computer Club for Sincla 
users. Cost? 39p a week. Details 
15 Red Lion Lane, Sutton, Nr Ely, 

‘Computer 

FLOPPY DISCS 
514°" bulk packed by MEMOREX 
ome ACTURERS 

plus VAT, Please phone fo 
‘quantities and other details 

BOLTON WELLS LTD 01-435 2411 

To hire a.computer from Spectrum 
48K upwards, please phone or write 
to Business & Computer Services. 

| 294a, Caledonian Rd., London NI 
IBA. Tel, 01 607 0157 

ORIC, ATMOS, 
COMMODORE 64, LYNX 
SOFTWARE LIBRARY 

Over 150 Oric and 200 
‘Commodore 64 titles. 
Stamp for details:- 

Les Wilson 100 Blenheim 
‘Walk, Corby, Northants. 

WIN A COLOUR T.V.” 
Spectrum - Oric - Atmos - QL 

Software Library FREE MEMBERSHIP — 
FREE ENTRY TO DRAW S/A.E. FOR DETAILS TO. ine SOFT. 113 BROOMFIELD RO, 

(MARSH, HUDDERSFIELD (state micro) 

specifically reserv 
1985 Argus Specia « Public 

' of this publication, including all artic 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid. 
Advertisements are accepted subject 10 the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request), 

Computer Desks 

THE NEW ‘FOREST’ RANGE OF CABINETS 

A new range of computer cabinets, made by our 
own craftsmen, designed especially for your home 

Send SAE for leaflet and price list 

NEW FOREST CABINET MAKERS LTD 
85, Derby Road, East Leigh, Hampshire SOS NW3 

COMMODORE 
C16 

CASSETTE Hi AT LAST? ALL THE TOP GAM 
AVAILABLE FOR BE HIRED FROM 

LIBRARY CONSTANTLY UPDATED AS NEW GAMES BECOME AVAILABLE, MEMBERSHIP FEE OF 
EeSOINCLUDES 12 FREE RENTALS! ‘ONE PRICE FOR ANY GAME ‘CHARGE OF £1.28 INC PAP S. FOR COMPLETE P Rit POST CHEQUE OR TAL ORDER TO 

DABSOFT 
39 GUILDFORD ROAD. LEVENSHULME MI9 3EG Oona an7s. Dols A078 

(CURE ALL YOUR CAR'S ILLS 

ar Cueto bein you fd Fol Sar Trace 00 symptoms and teenie 900 fall wh the sopport of your town exper mechanic then Seermin the Sire. Gk Spectrum verion saab now nly £998, Ivalable dec send (or tae guide to the program 0: 
4 Clarence Drive (Dept HCW) ‘Gon Cant wSmerkiivaez ? SIMTRON AIRS moose romano 

FRUIT MACHINE GAME OR 48K SPECTRUM. 
FRUIT 2000 This isthe most adictve fruit machine game 

er devised It incorporates holds. roulette Stble gambles, feature Boar, feature hl Super series, ines, maliple ods up 0 1 
tnd half gamble. Superb sound and brian 
fraphics (139 prea per feat graphic!) HOURS OF FUN FOR ONLY £3.99 ~ You'll be delighted — Chegues/ POs 1: ROSSWARE (HCW), 646 London Road, ‘Westelf, Essex 880 911 

plans, drawings and progra 
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ASP 
1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB 
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WD Mone Tutor 

CHECK on Seree 
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Haley's Comet is coming. Oric 1 
and Atmos. 2 programs on cassette, 
distant and local, true position read 
out, £4.00. Astro Software, No.1 
Deli Meadows, Hemel Hempstead 
HP3 9PS 

BBC B/Electron/Dragon software 
library — Membership £5.00. — 
Tapes 1 (+30p P&P). Stamp for 
details. E, Tucker, (H) $8, Blen- 
heim Walk, Corby, Northants. 

Software 

Educa: men 

Distributors wanted for quality 
educational software. BBC B, 
Amstrad, Commodore 64. Enquir- 
ies School Software Ltd, Meadow- 
vale, Raheen, Limerick, Ireland, 

PASS YOUR “A™LEVEL PHYSICS! 
Special offer! Beat the teachers siike SBfeguard your “A’ Level-physics pas 
Examination revision cassette Yor "aK Spectrum, £2.95. Cheques’ PO to, 
Dr D Hughes, $0 Leach Lane. ‘t Helens, ‘Mercyside WAS PU 

WD Software 
For the QL:— 

For the 48K Spectrum:— 

WD Software, Hilltop, St Mary, Jersey, C 
‘Tel (0534) 81392 

ad all copyright and all other intellectual property tights the 
ns Ltd. All rights conferred by the Law of Copyright and other intellectual property rights and by virtue of international copyr 

Argus Specialist Publications Lid and: any reproduction requires the prior written consent of the company’ 

LTD. 
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‘Othello for 48K Spectrum. Power- 
ful version of the classic board 
game. £1.50 from Huw Watkins, 
396 Fishponds Road, Bristol. 

. 2 

Ameer 3 BRRBRIBE: sssssssss: Selvery _ 3 MINTKONG 
+ BASIC/UNEXPANDED + » EXT BAS) For full decals Seng iarge SAE for free cariogue, Greuey or POs to ‘wicRo-ayTe SOFTWARE 11 SAINT MARYS AVENUE, PURLEY, READING, BERKSHIRE RCB 8B) 
1-9/4, TI Basic programs, — 
1. Personal bank account file. Tape 
based utility — £3.00. 
2. Geography tutor — “Capitals” 
Educational — £2.00. 
3. Programs 1 & 2 on one tape — 
£4.50. 
Cheques, PO's to A + JS, 92, 
Marshfield Way, Bath BAI GHQ 

4 
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SSNO264-4991 



HOME COMPUTER REPAIRS 
Commodore 6 
Dragon 32 Onet/ Atmos 
ZX Spectram x imertace 2X Mirodrive ‘los others. Ail repairs carry 6 months farranty” on replaced. parte. Extended Sarrantes, peripheral repair, upgrades Se, ae. Al avaiable. Fully lnclntve of 

CoOcT mmol Too 
“I Li os TI LUNI 
— 
= VIDEO VAULT INTERNATIONAL = 

10x REPAIR SERVICER = 
Spreemarceaite er 19.95 nc. Pars nsranceandP& PNoHidden Extra, 
BBC. Commodore 64, Vic 20, Atart. Quoted for 
‘Are you fed up wth wating weeks fx yout Home Compute tobe repaired 
‘Why not try the Experts, we ofer a ful repair seruice on any Home Computer 
All epairs carry a fall 3 months guaraniee, plus on every Spectrum repaired 
‘Send you's free game worth £5.55 for your enjoyment and pleasure. 

Soccer Supremo, Soccer management game (HCW eves sw) Pirate Island, board 
pare simulation (HCW x 4 * x) TI Ericker limited overs test match (HCW 
i239 from i 

pars. pap Ring for et 
ZEDEM COMPUTER LID.. 4 kimbolion Road, Bedford 

GHosTeRs 

Fawcett Software| £295 

HEMEL COMPUTE 
CENTRE LTD. 

pererrrre NEW SOFTWARE 
PURCHASED FOR CASH 
Ends of ranges, disconinucd tines, bankrupt stock anything considered 

Any computer. Phone 0484 38606 ‘60pm for quick decision 

Nationwide 

Shops and 

PECTR 
DRAGON, 

COMMODORI 
M, BRC 

ATARI and Se ee | Seareet namical Ml 
er Centre Ltd. 

52 High St., Hemel Hempstead. 
Herts HP! JAF 
Tel: 0442 212436 

COMPUTER siverdale, Newcastle 
ARNE Tel: 0782 636911 
Official Acorn computer 

dealer and BBC service and 
Information centre 

Huge socks available backed up by 
sophisticated service dept forall popular 

Telephone: Glossop (STD 04574) 66555, 
140 High St. West, Glossop, Derbyshire, England, 

THE COMPUTER HOSPITAL 
Spectrum Repairs 

Spectrum £18.$0 inc P&P. 
“48K upgrade £29.50 

Conversion t0 direct composite 
‘output £7.50 

Commodore repairs. By Commo: 
dore approved engineers. Repair 
prices — VIC-20 modulators £6.50, SINCLAIR 

computes: Direct order hough Rtronet 

Repairs ‘n’ 

Spares 
Register 

Invicta House, Station Road, VIC-20 from £14.50, CBM 64 from 
£18.00, C2N from £7.00, printers 
disk, etc. For more details write or 
tel. G.C. Bunce & Son. 36 Burling 
ton Road, Burnham, Bucks SLI 
7BQ. Tel: (06286) 61696. 

(CHILTERN COMPUTER CENTRE 

COMPUTER REPAIRS 
Fast_ reliable sepaits by experienced} engincers having serviced Sinclair computes Since the introduction of the 2X80. Out 
Prices inclusive of all parts, labour, postage nnd VAT, itespectve of fault No hidden charges ‘While-you-wait service availabe ‘Spectrum £1875. 

2X81 £11.30. 16K RANI £9.95, 
COMPUTER REPAIRS 

IN SOUTHEND 
PECTRUM, BBC, ELECTRON, 

CBM 64, VIC-20 
NIE MICRO ELECTRONICS, 

jade, Southend 
33/615809 

Call or send with cheque oF PO to 
TY Serves of Cambri 

French’s Road, Cambie 
Telephone (0223) 311 

Now available SPECTRUM XK. MEMORY EXPANSION SYSTEM XK Sse KI £15.98 Je VAT 
fry fied £20,98 ie VAT 

ast reliable service Spectnam £16 inl BBC SPECTRUM REPAIRS 
“moran nd pap 
<BaCiesemain 0.30 + pans, insurance 
nd np Sind Your computer with cheque of P.O. 
for Lk an descrip of fu 

i pened Avena, bageeaee, Mids Tet o1981 OFS 

Ring OS82 483684 Yor detail. 
‘end computer with etal incl chegue 1: 

‘Newcromm Computers Lid (HCW, 
“ Dalow Road, 

=" EN 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

Advertise nationally for only 35p per word 
(minimum charge 15 words). 
Simply print your message in the coupon and 
send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to: 

Open 7 days a week 

CLASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 
1 Golden Square, London WIR 3AB 
Tel: 01-837 0699. 
Name 
Add 

PREFERRED CLASSIFICATION 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for weeks. porns 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 



We are pleased to announce the 
Home Computing Weekly Gold 
Cassette Awards. Dave Carlos 
describes the first presentation 

The record industry awards 
gold discs, the film industry 
awards Oscars but there is no 
equivalent award in the home 
computer industry. 

Home Computing Weekly 
has decided to change all this 
and has presented the first of 
its home computer industry 
awards to Kevin Moughtin and 
John Cain the authors of 
Firebird’s Booty. 
Why Booty? Booty has sold 

‘over 100,000 copies, a remark- 
able achievement by anyone’s 
standard and 
noteworthy. 

The award takes the form of + 
gold cassette mounted on a 

wooden plaque and it will be 
presented in the future to all 
those who, in the opinion of the 
magazine, have made a notable 
contribution to the industry. 

The awards were presented 
by Peter Welham, publishing 
director of Argus Specialist 
Publications and by Dave 
Carlos, Editor of HCW. In his 

thoroughly | 

speech Peter Welham congratu- 
lated the authors and Firebird’s 
management on such a remark- 
able achievement. He suggested 
that this was due to the high 
quality of the graphics and the 
addictiveness of the game. He 
also_made special mention of 
the Firebird policy of dividing 
its programs into ranges priced 
according to quality and style. 

Kevin and John had travelled 
from the Isle of Man to accept 
the awards. They have been 
programming for a number of 
years and used to produce 
games for Rabbit Software. 
They both worked in the same 
architectural office until they 
started programming home 
‘computers. 

The game was originally 
called Jolly Roger and features 
Jim the Cabin Boy who walks 
around the wrecked pirate ship 
trying to collect keys and pieces 
of loot. Only when every part of 
the screen has been cleared can 
the gold key be used to unlock 

Caroline Bunting of FAST meets 
+} software pirates Kevin arid 

John 

HCW gold cassette awards 

the main stash of gold. 
One tip that we managed to 

pry out of Kevin, author of the 
Cé4 version, was that there is a 
cheat mode’ in which you have 
100 lives. To get to this mode 
you type his name, well part 
of it, and left arrow. One 
difficulty is that the cheat mode 
adds a few extra problems of its 
‘own! We would be very inter- 
ested in the game and we would 
like to have details of the extra 
difficulties that you have to 
‘overcome. 

Other organisations present 
at the award ceremony were 
Gallup and FAST (Federation 
Against Software Theft). It was 
particularly appropriate that 
FAST was there as the theme of 
the game is piracy. The amend- 
ment to the Copyright Bill, 
which FAST is keen to get 
through parliament, had_ its 
second Lords reading on Friday 
10th March and was passed 
unopposed. 

If you have any nominations 
for the award of a Gold 
Cassette please write to us and 
we will consider your sugges- 
tions. Please be sure to explain 
exactly why your nominee 
should be considered and don’t 
forget your name and address. 
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Spectrum 48K £9.95 5 ~~ 8 

Commodore 64£9.95 GaeSar & 

Amstrad CPC 464£9.95 * 

MIKROSGEN 
44 The Broadway, Bracknell, Berks. 0344 427317 




